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1 Introduction

The global ”currency asymmetry” between reserve currency nations and non-reserve currency nations
is putting a great deflationary bias on the world economy and leads to huge imbalances through
different effects on reserve currency and non-reserve currency countries. An architectural solution
should cross out the asymmetry from the current system and lead to greater effective demand for the
whole world and therefore improve the well-being of all humans. The current system allows beggar-
thy-neighbor and also makes export-thy-unemployment policies necessary and possible for countries
in order to increase their reserve holdings and to insure against financial crises. It further allows the
reserve currency nation to live beyond its means by allowing this nation to pay for imports by issuing
paper claims for real goods. An architectural solution should be promoted that corrects the problems
of the current system and promotes future economic development. An architectural solution would
be favourable over many bilateral solutions with losers mainly on the side of less-developed countries.

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) was created to help in times of need. But their neoliberal
standard solutions for nearly every nation prevents nations from demanding funding from the IMF
which is most times connected with dramatic cuts in government expenditures leading to further
recessionary influence on the economy.

Keynes wrote a proposal about an architectural solution for the global financial structure for the
Bretton Woods meeting after the Second World War. Reflecting the importance of Great Britain and
that of the United States, the U.S. proposal from Harry D. White came into force and created the
World Bank and the IMF. Other Economists like keynes-post keynesian Paul Davidson and Nobel
prize laureate Joseph E. Stiglitz have proposals for changes in the global financial architecture.
Morrison Bonpasse and his Single Global Currency Association promote the introduction of a Single
Global Currency (SGC) which would change the financial architecture. Silvio Gesell promotes an
architectural solution in line with his ”Freiwirtschaft”.1

The diploma thesis deals mainly with proposals from John M. Keynes, Joseph E. Stiglitz and Paul
Davidson. But also further Proposals are discussed and analyzed by the author on their economic
changes and influences on the global economy especially the influence on the ’Balance of Payments’.

The second chapter gives an overview about the current global reserve system. The third chapter
deals with the history of current account imbalances that dates back to the second half of the 19th

century. The fourth chapter describes the main problem with the current reserve system, the currency
asymmetry, while the fifth chapter describes the balance of payments. Chapter 6 reflects the main
part of this work and gives the ideas of four reform proposals and their effects on the economy.
Chapter seven explains the pros and cons of a single global currency that could be reached through
different channels. Finally chapter eight summarizes the main findings.

1”free economy” with ”free money” and ”free land”. More about ”Freiwirtschaft” at (Wikipedia, 2008e) or (Gesell,
1958)
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2 The Global Reserve System

The international financial architecture is based on a global reserve system that mainly depends on
exchange reserves of key-currencies. Gold is still in the reserves but is normally not used for balancing
transactions. Fluctuations in the gold price can lead to changing values of gold holdings but the fine
troy ounce weight of gold held by central banks is nearly stable but declining. Countries that want
to hold exchange reserves have three ways to build them up: Firstly, they can run a current account
surplus where export earnings exceed import payments and therefore reserves get built up - this is
the most common way, sometimes in connection with ”export-led growth” strategies like China has.
Secondly, through the financial account, which is the selling of domestic assets2 or thirdly and of
minor importance, changes in the capital account that reflects donations of other countries.

Global Reserves are of high political interest because they can protect the country from speculative
attacks on their currency, which could lead to unfortunate developments for the country´s economy
and its inhabitants. The Asian, Mexican or Russian crises in the last years of the 20th century or
the Argentinan crisis at the beginning of this century are examples for this.

2.1 The Accumulation of Global Reserves

The accumulation of global reserves has risen dramatically in the last ten years and was never as
high as it is now, even not in real terms. The main holder of global reserve, as shown in figure 2.1,
is China with a value of about 970 billion SDRs of reserves (without gold) in 2007. In comparison
to other developing countries, the huge reserves of China, with more than 47 percent of the Chinese
GDP or maybe more important equal to about 15 months of Chinese exports (source: IFS, IMF),
would not be necessary to stabilise the Chinese yuan value against international speculation. The
”export-led growth” strategy of China requires a depression of the domestic currency to remain very
competitive.

From a theoretical point of view, reserves would not be built up if the exchange rates were flexible.
During the gold standard period, gold balanced the differences in net export. If a country imported
more than it exported, then it had to pay through gold export that let the monetary basis in the
country shrink and the prices decline. This made exports cheaper and imports more expensive so
that the overall effect equalized the balance of payment.

Real flexible exchange rates would have the same effect. Countries with higher imports than
exports would increase the stock of the domestic currency at foreign central banks and buy foreign
currency. This exceeding supply of domestic currency and the demand for foreign currency would lead
to a devaluation of the domestic currency, increases costs for imports and would promote exports.

2Most countries do not favour a ”sale” of domestic assets to foreigners and prevent such policies by law.
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What are Foreign Exchange Reserves worth? 8

Figure 2.1: Total Reserves minus Gold in Millions of SDRs
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2.2 What are Foreign Exchange Reserves worth?

As mentioned above, the foreign exchange reserves can be used as an insurance or as an instrument
for depressing the value of the domestic currency. If a country holds foreign exchange reserves to
prevent speculative attacks on the currency they have immense value, but if a country has a foreign
exchange reserves well over the necessary amount, then these reserves might lose value.

China has huge foreign dollar reserves that lose value according to the U.S. inflation rate and
dollar depreciation minus the interest paid on this assets. If these reserves are well invested, they
might win, but if they are invested in low interest T-bonds and the dollar declines they are losing
heavily.3 It is obvious that China does not want a permanent loss on their dollar holdings and uses
these dollars to buy euro, yen and also huge amounts of commodities. If they reduce their dollar
holdings too quick, as quick as the market can absorb these, the dollar will decline and drive the real
value of the dollar holdings down.

Is there a settled path or will there be a ”Wile E. Coyote”4 moment, where international financial
investors and speculators realise that their values are not based on a realistic assumptions and huge
market corrections will be made, moment as Paul Krugman diagnoses it? If we look at the historic
data we can see that there was some sort of settled path after the end of Bretton-Woods. The
dollar declined, which reduced the current account and the foreign expenditures declined through

3Most countries will invest into short term T-bonds since they need these reserves in a crisis at short notice.
Greenwald and Stiglitz (2008, p. 20) argue that the real price paid for reserve accumulation might be smaller than it
seems, because of the depressing effect on the exchange rate and the resulting positive export effects. More on this in
section 2.4

4Wile E. Coyote is a cartoon, he runs over a cliff and does not fall until he realises that there is no more ground
under his feet.
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Figure 2.2: Trade Balance in Billions of U.S. dollars
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the end of the Vietnam War and troops withdrawals from Europe. Back then Europe was indebted
to the United States and the European central banks worked together with the FED (Federal Reserve
Bank). Today the periphery is mainly Southeast Asia with China, India, the oil producing countries
and others. It is hard to imagine that all these central banks5 will work together. They have a lot
to win if they get out of the dollar faster than other countries if the dollar starts to decline.

2.3 How can the problem be solved?

The United States could reduce their imports through less consumption and a higher saving rate.
An increased saving rate would reduce domestic demand and therefore reduce imports and at the
same time the current account. But countries that try to grow by exporting to the U.S. or want to
build up reserves will depress their currencies in order to export to the U.S.. The only way in the
current framework for the United States to get rid of permanent current account deficits is to drop
the burden on the Euro or other reserve currencies, for a more detailed analysis see section 5.1.

To stop the accumulation of exchange reserves and the global current account imbalances we will
need a new system. No bilateral solution, or even a unilateral solution will be enough. It is a global
issue and therefore we need a global solution.

There are three ways to solve the reserve problem:

• With totally flexible exchange rates there would be no need for reserves. All current account
imbalances would cross out over a short time period. The negative experiences of the past with

5Some of them like the Arabian Countries want to build a currency union that would reduce the number of involved
central banks.



Social Costs of Exchange Reserves 10

speculative attacks that led to dramatic crises will avoid steps in this direction.

• We find a system that automatically solves imbalances like Keynes Bancor plan with an Inter-
national Clearing Union.

• We create a single global currency. If we have one currency for the whole world there would
not be a place for foreign exchange reserves. No country could use its power to manipulate the
nominal exchange rate only the real exchange rates will still exist.

2.4 Social Costs of Exchange Reserves

Dani Rodrik (2006) described the remarkable increase of foreign exchange reserve since the Asian
Crisis. This increase also escalated the social costs for countries holding this reserves. It is mainly
developing countries that are affected because they need reserves to insure against exchange rate
fluctuations at costs of about one percentage point of GDP for developing countries. Responsible
for this behaviour might be the ”Guidotti-Greenspan” 6 rule: ”[C]ountries should hold liquid reserves
equal to their foreign liablilities coming due within a year” (Rodrik, 2006, pp.5), or the ”Guidotti-
Greenspan-IMF” rule which ”focus[es] on the ratio of reserves to short-term debt” (Aizenman, 2007,
p.3). ”Greenspan’s proposal simply reinforces the current paradigm that binds virtually every develop-
ing country to some combination of austerity, foreign borrowing and export-led growth.” (D’Arista,
2003, p. 730)

The social costs can vary according to the purpose of reserve holdings. If a country only holds
reserves because it fears speculative attacks on its currency then the costs are substantial. Many
countries fear that they might come into trouble and then have to get support from the IMF that
goes in line with dramatic policy changes required by the IMF authorities. These countries prefer
paying the costs of exchange reserves. Other countries hold far more exchange reserves than would
be necessary to prevent speculative attacks. For them the advantage of high exports promoted by
the depressed exchange rate will be higher than the costs of the reserve holdings.

But for countries that do not voluntarily hold exchange reserves it implies huge costs. Stiglitz
explains why these countries are increasing their reserves with high costs to them:

”At the center of the failures of the global financial system is the global reserve system.
Every year, countries around the world have to set aside substantial amounts of money
into reserves against a variety of contingencies such as decreases in foreign investor
confidence, or dropoffs in international demand for the country´s exports. Substantial
amounts of global income are thus not translated into global aggregate demand. There are
roughly U.S.$2.4 trillion held in reserves around the world. Countries like to keep reserves
growing in tandem with imports and foreign denominated liabilities. Today, states hold
these reserves in variety of forms, including gold and U.S. Treasury bills. While the
United States may benefit from the resulting increased demand for U.S. Treasury bills,
the cost to the developing countries is high.

[C]onsider a poor country in which a firm borrows U.S.$100 million from a U.S. bank,
paying 18 percent interest. Prudent reserve policy requires that country to set aside U.S.$
100 million in reserves, normally held as U.S. Treasury bills. In effect, it must increase

6Pablo Guidotti was former deputy finance minister of Argentina (Rodrik, 2006)
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its low interest loans to the United States. The country is both borrowing and lending the
same U.S.$ 100 million from the United States - a complete wash, except that when it
borrows, it pays U.S.$ 18 million a year, and when it lends, it receives U.S.$ 1.25 million a
year, for a net transfer from the poor country to the United States of U.S.$16.75 million.”
(Stiglitz, 2003, p. 56)

Nearly all developing countries have increased their foreign exchange reserves dramatically from
about 6-8 percent of GDP in the 1970 to about 30 percent in 2004 (cf. Rodrik, 2006, p. 4). Even
without China the trend looks similar. It is hard to imagine that all developing countries try to
undervalue their currency for promoting exports the way that China is often blamed to have done.

2.5 Seigniorage

Seigniorage describes the difference between the cost of production of a bank note and its purchasing
power (value). Therefore a central bank derives a huge benefit from printing nearly worthless paper
as bank notes and selling them. The production costs are nearly equal for all bank notes therefore
the seigniorage gain on a 500 euro note is huge; but even for a $100 note it is remarkable, about $99.
The annual earned seigniorage is more or less equal to the increase in the volume of the domestic
currency. Additionally central banks can acquire assets that earn interest like foreign reserves or
government securities and can earn profits on these assets (cf. Berg and Borensztein, 2003, p.85).

Ize (2006) analysed seigniorage generation and spending for 101 IMF member countries and found
that most central bank generate more seigniorage from unremunerated deposits than from currency
and that nearly half of this income is spent on the ”carrying cost of international reserves” (Ize, 2006,
p. 18). The rest is spent on operating expenditures (about one third), capital accumulation (about
18 percent) and for shareholder dividends (12 percent). Ize divides central banks into two groups:
strong and weak. While strong central banks are able to generate real capital, weak central banks
lose capital if you ignore their currency stock. Weak central banks generate less seigniorage although
they have higher inflation and therefore generate higher seigniorage on new issued notes. But they
have substantially higher costs on foreign assets where their accumulation is higher than that of
strong central banks and generate ”much over seigniorage on capital and other non-interest-bearing
liabilities.” (Ize, 2006, p. 20) Despite there we could think governments try to benefit from their
central banks by making their position weak, they can only benefit if their position is strong.

Unfortunately Ize does not analyse seigniorage benefits on key-currency countries like the U.S.-
dollar, euro or yen. If we think about the U.S. dollar with more holding abroad than within the
United States and nearly no cost for foreign reserve holdings, gains will be huge and costs are limited.
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2.6 Currency Stability and Currency Crises

Currency stability is of great interest for most economic agents since fluctuations are costly: Firms
have to use forward-contracts to hedge against possible losses and since this insurance is not free of
charge, they give some potential gains to banks and other financial agents. Holders of assets can
move funds around the globe in less than a second according to sometimes unreliable expectations.
These transfers can change interest rates and exchange rates dramatically with real economic effects
maybe only on some sectors, the whole economy or even the world (cf. Júnior, Filho and de Paula,
1999, 2000).

Krugman (1997); Pesenti and Tille (2000) among others have summarised some models for cur-
rency crises and split them into different generation models where the ’first-generation’ model cur-
rency crisis is caused by fiscal deficits; the ’second-generation’ model is caused by macroeconomic
temptation and the ’third-generation’ model where ”currency crisis is viewed as an integrated part of
a general crises of the economy, in which currency crises are pre-announced by financial crises. The
logic of the analysis is that capital inflows increase the lending capacity of the banking system. So,
the certainty of ’bailout’ of financial institutions by the monetary authorities explains ’bad lending’
practices used by the banks. Finally, a growing financial fragility path is followed leading the way
to speculative crises, once the increase in money supply validates the bank run and, as a result, the
economy begins to lose reserves” (Júnior et al., 1999, p. 6). This can lead to sharp recessions (cf.
Frankel, 2005, p. 6). For the Asian crisis the ’third generation’ model was accurate, some points
look similar for the United States in 2008, but there will not be a problem with losing reserves, since
the United States is the number one reserve currency country.

Franklin and Gale (2000) especially are looking at the banking sectors influence in currency crises
and find that there are huge differences between industrial economies that are able to denominate
their debts in their own currency and emerging markets that have to take loans in foreign currencies,
more details in section 4.2.1.



3 A Brief History of Current Account Im-
balances

Current Account imbalances are not a new phenomenon. Global trade often leads to imbalances in
the current account (CA). The following sections will give a short overview over the development
of current account imbalances. This should provide a short survey and should not be considered
complete in any way. The author will start with the first period of high global trade, which was
in the second half of the 19th century and was mainly dominated by Great Britain and their gold-
based currency, the ’Pound Sterling’. Interrupted by the First World War with a sharp decline in
global trade, imbalances went down as well. Nazi Germany also had huge difficulties with balance
of payments since it had to use mainly gold for imports and could not use the ’Reichsmark’ that
became more and more worthless over time. The Bretton Woods negotiations made the ’U.S. dollar’
based on gold the new ’Global Reserve Asset’. After the collapse of the Bretton Woods System with
more floating exchange rates and a free dollar without gold security, global imbalances should have
declined. But as recent history shows we still experience imbalances.

3.1 The Gold Standard and Great Britain until the early 20th

century

The economics of a gold standard is very simple. A country that runs a balance of payment deficit
will pay for imports through exporting gold. Since there is full convertibility between money and gold
the local money stock has to decrease with the effect of deflation on local prices. This decreases the
local purchasing power, makes imports more expensive, and promotes exports through their cheaper
relative prices, leading to a correction of the balance of payment. If a country has a current account
surplus the resulting import of gold would increase prices making the country less competitive on the
world market, which reduces export and the increased wealth and relative lower prices for imported
goods will stimulate imports. That leads to a near balanced net-export without a payment surplus
or deficit without governmental intervention (cf. Gavin, 2004, p. 17).

According to Triffin (1961, p. 89) the gold based currency is a paradox:

“Nobody could ever have conceived of a more absurd waste of human resources than to dig
gold in distant corners of the earth for the sole purpose of transporting it and re-burying it
immediately afterwards in other deep holes, especially excavated to receive it and heavily
guarded to protect it.”

This reflects the wide boundary for a gold-based currency and the need to further gold exploration
to meet global gold and liquidity demand. Although the pound sterling was the major currency at

13
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Figure 3.1: Historic Current Account Data for United States and United Kingdom as
Percent of GDP
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the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century, it did not have a current account
deficit, as figure 3.17 shows. This means that saving was in excess of investment in the domestic
country and since the British Commonwealth had a lot of investment opportunities abroad this is no
surprise. Also the gold standard prevented a current account deficit because the United Kingdom,
with the leading financial institutions of that time based in London, did not want to lose gold – the
effect of a current account deficit.

The gold standard was abolished during the First World War, but many countries reintroduced
it after the war. But trust in the gold standard had diminished, because governments showed that
they would not fight for the gold standard in troubled times.

3.2 Second World War - Germany

Durring the Second World War, Nazi Germany had big problems with its current account. To
pay for imports it could only use gold that it had to confiscate from occupied countries’ national
banks or citizens. Other countries were not willing to give goods for ’Reichsmark’ and the following
hyper-inflation proved them right.

7Special thanks to Alan M. Taylor for the provided data.
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3.3 The Bretton Woods Period

Gavin (2004) gives a very detailed representation of the Bretton Woods Period in his book ’Gold,
Dollar, and Power’. The main idea of Bretton Woods was to stabilise exchange rates that would
not force deficitary countries to deflate their economy; this goes in line with a reduction in national
income and high unemployment and resulting cuts in government spending, similar to what happened
in the inter-war period. Because the existing gold stock would not be able to fulfil global liquidity
needs, White and Keynes promoted a system with key currencies (mainly the U.S. dollar, but in
the negotiation also sterling) convertible into gold. For both it was clear that there would be great
imbalances after the war and that key currency countries should fulfil international reserve needs.

”If the key currency economies had no deficit, or too small deficit, then the world would
have to rely on gold alone to finance trade. Without key currency deficits, liquidity would
dry up and international transactions disappear. But if the key currency country ran
payments deficits that were too large, the resulting inflation would test the value of the
key currency and set off a large-scale conversion of the currency into gold. This would
remove valuable liquidity from the system and set off a fierce competition for gold, with
deflationary effects on the international economy. [...] The system was designed to make
deficits necessary, but it was never clear how large or how small deficit was needed to
supply liquidity without undermining confidence in the value of the dollar.”(Gavin, 2004,
p. 18)

The goal to establish fixed exchange rates was impossible to fulfil while countries had different
inflation and productivity growth rates making the initial exchange rates incompatible with their
fundamental economies. Additionally, since sterling was not fully convertible, the burden of fulfilling
global reserve needs rested on the U.S. dollar. Many countries preferred dollars instead of gold
because they could earn interests and it was easier to transfer. As long as foreign central banks
held dollars in exchange for real goods, U.S. costumers could pay by promising to pay in the future.
But as central banks, concerned about the dollar’s real value, started to demand gold in exchange
for their excess dollars, the whole system could only be saved by many agreements, rules and other
regulations. Among these the most important were: the gold pool, the General Agreement to Borrow,
the special drawing rights (SDR) and Working Party three (cf. Gavin, 2004, pp. 24).

Since there was no automatic adjustment mechanism in the Bretton Woods system, it tended to
be out of balance; and for the years 1950 through 1968, (cf. Gavin, 2004, p. 26) the U.S. ran payment
deficits except for one year. This imbalances on the other side led to high demand for reserves since
the payment accounts were not cleared. During this period academics searched more for additional
sources of liquidity than for effective adjustment solutions and came up with SDR, the gold pool,
and others mentioned above.

The whole period of Bretton Woods was highly motivated by political interest. The United States
always feared to lose influence in Europe, what would have weakened their position as superpower
against the communist-states. Their increasing deficits could force them to troops withdrawals: they
also had a huge impact on their military strategy.8 The strong political connection between Europe
and the United States helped Bretton Woods to stay in force. America put pressure on Germany
to hold excess dollars and not to convert them into gold in exchange for a high American troop

8”The biggest problem I‘ve got outside of Vietnam is balance of payments.” President Lyndon B. Johnson to Senate
minortiy leader Everett Dirksen, 18 March 1965 as cited in (Gavin, 2004, p. 117)
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presence: this was a guarantee that the U.S. would not use nuclear weapons to fight communists in
Europe.

But that was not the only reason for keeping Bretton Woods in force: Policy makers in Europe
and America where afraid of the unknown:

”Althoug the system was inefficient and prone to crisis, monetary relations, no matter
how strained, were far better than during the interwar period. Furthermore, Western
monetary relations were interwoven into a complex fabric that included key political and
military relationships. No one knew what would happen to this fabric if the Bretton Woods
system collapsed, and few were anxious to find out.”(Gavin, 2004, p. 26)

3.4 What happend after Bretton Woods?

Although the post-Bretton Woods period is known by many for the free floating of exchange rates
and the opening of capital accounts, there were still many countries that co-ordinated their exchange
rates, especially in the 1970s. Western European countries tried to keep exchange rate fluctuations
within a margin of 2.25 percent that had to be expanded in 1993 to 15 percent. Canada, France,
Switzerland, Italy, Japan and the United Kingdom set their currencies under managed floating. Also
the United States and Germany tried to stabilise their currencies with capital controls and sometimes
massive interventions in the foreign exchange markets, but fluctuations where still higher than in the
Bretton Woods system, especially between the U.S. dollar and the Japanese yen as well as the U.S.
dollar and the ’Deutsche Mark’ (cf. Eichengreen, 2000, pp. 187).

At the begin of the 1980s, Japan and Germany suspended their aim to hold their exchange rates
within a certain margin, and the United States started to fight inflation with rising interest rates.
This led to a soaring dollar value having negative effects on the export industry, and an industry that
had to compete with imports. To avoid requests for import restrictions and other trade barriers by
the U.S. in a period of increased deregulation and liberalisation, the financial ministers and central
bankers of the G-5 decided in 1985 to ’increase the values of non-dollar-currency’. It is not even
certain that the fall of the U.S. dollar after 1985 is due to this meeting. The falling dollar had
negative effects on the competitiveness of Japans economy leading to intervention by the Bank of
Japan (cf. Eichengreen, 2000, pp. 195).

New innovations in the financial markets made it more difficult for countries to control capital
fluctuations and to avoid capital flight to off-shore banks. Also developing countries opened their
capital accounts but had to realise that this had inflationary pressures on import prices. Many
countries therefore tried to stabilise exchange rates with their main trading partners with currency
boards. Also many European countries called for open capital accounts led by Germany, which
opened in 1981 followed by other countries (cf. Obstfeld and Taylor, 2004, pp. 162).

More private international capital flowed to the periphery after the end of the ’Cold War’, pushed
by U.S. interests and exceeded the financial capacities of many developing countries. Fixed exchange
rates limited the ability of the central bank to act as a ’lender of last resort’. This led to currency
crises in the 1990s. The experience of the inability of central banks to help their banking system in
time of crisis led to massive build-ups of reserves, especially after the currency crisis starting in 1997
with Asia and spreading around to Mexico, Russia, Brazil and Argentina.



4 The Currency Asymmetry

The Currency Asymmetry describes different positions of countries that have the possibility to print
a reserve or key currency, and countries without this possibility. While countries that do not issue
a key currency have to pay for their imports by goods, key-currency countries have a weak budget
constraint, because they can print money. Of course, if they abuse their power to print money, the
currency can lose its standard of a reserve currency and then the country has to pay for foreign
debts with earned money from exports like other countries that are not issuers of a reserve currency.
We can divide the world into two groups: the reserve currency countries and non-reserve currency
countries.

Rueff and Hirsch (1965, p.3) as cited in Costabile (2007, pp. 8) described a core problem of a
system with an international reserve asset based on a national currency:

"What is the essence of the regime, and what is its difference from the gold standard? It
is that when a country with a key currency has a deficit in its balance of payments - that
is to say, the United States, for example - it pays the creditor country dollars, which end
up in its central bank. But the dollars are of no use in Bonn, or in Tokyo, or in Paris.
The very same day, they are relent to the New York money market, so that they return
to the place of origin. Thus the debtor country does not lose what the creditor country
has gained. So the key-currency country never feels the effect of a deficit in its balance of
payments. And the main consequence is that there is no reason whatever for the deficit
to disappear, because it does not appear.

Let me be more positive: if I had an agreement with my tailor that whatever money I pay
him he returns to me the very same day as a loan, I would have no objection at all to
ordering more suits from him" (Rueff and Hirsch, 1965, p.3) in: (Costabile, 2007, pp. 8)

Fan (2006) describes the “currency asymmetry” that developed after the gold standard in 1971
that ”divided all nations into two categories: the nations which issues [their] own currency that serves
at the same time as international currency (the U.S.), and the nations which only issue their own
currency and use the U.S. dollar in international financial markets” (Fan, 2006, p. 96). As long as
the anchor currency (the U.S. dollar) is a large and strong economy it is a welcomed security against
other economies and the financial system weakness. Japan and China are the largest exchange
reserve holders and therefore pay the seigniorage of the U.S. greenback that might be cheaper than
an international currency provided by an international bureaucracy.

If the U.S. uses its power and the importance of its currency, which is held to 50 percent (both
printed and financial assets) by other countries, it only has a soft budget constraint which allows the
U.S. to pay by printing money for their over consumption and reduces ”domestic policy disciplines
and results in excessive liquidity to both the domestic market and the world.” (Fan, 2006, p. 97) This

17
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asymmetry even goes further: If the dollar deprecates, the U.S. only gains. Foreign assets will go up
and domestic assets and foreign liabilities denominated in their own currency will remain unchanged.
If other countries devalue their currency, their own assets will be unchanged, foreign assets but also
liabilities will go up. Therefore, devaluation is worthwhile for the U.S..

Figure 4.1: Currency Composition of Official Foreign Exchange Reserves
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As figure 4.1 shows the main reserve currency today is the U.S. dollar with about 63 percent of
reported allocated reserves. The dollar is followed by the euro with a rising share from less than 20
percent in 2000 to nearly 28 percent at the beginning of 2008. The British pound and the Japanese
yen nearly remained unchanged with about 4.7 and 3.1 percent of total reported reserves. The Swiss
franc is not to be found in the graph because its share is only about 0.15 percent of total reported
reserves. The discrepancy between the sum of the drawn reserves and the total foreign exchange
holdings are due to discrepancies between IFS and COFER data because not all countries report
their currency composition data to the IMF.

The Chinese yuan (or renminbi) will gain importance but is unlikely to become a reserve currency
as long as there is no free trade and convertibility guaranteed.
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4.1 The Reserve Currency Countries

The main reserve currency is the U.S. dollar. It is used widely and accepted almost around the world.
Half of all U.S. dollar notes are used outside the United States and most stock and commodity prices
like the oil price are listed in dollars. The creation of the euro has put the European Union9 in
the situation of being able to compete with the U.S. dollar. This is mainly due to its comparable
economy. There are shifts in global portfolios 10 from the U.S. dollar to the euro, improving the
exchange rate of the euro and devaluing the U.S. dollar. This shift does not solve the general problem
of currency asymmetry, although it does limit the extent and provide the paying by money printing11

possibility for more people. However, the reserve currency country has not only advantages because
a large amount of its money stock is drained away from circulation and, therefore, not used for
imports by the foreign economy, putting a deflationary pressure on the domestic economy.

4.1.1 U.S. Current Account Deficit

The once so called ”Banker” of the world is now the biggest ”Debtor” in the world. Since the United
States also has the biggest economy this is not such a big problem. But there are concerns about
the sustainability of the negative current account, which will be the topic of section 4.1.2. The
United States is ”absorbing at least 80 per cent of the savings that other countries do not invest
domestically. The solution to the problem of the global imbalances can therefore be seen either form
the trade perspective or from the point of view of rebalancing savings and investment across countries.
[. . . ] One important difference is that the origin of the external imbalances of the United States has
changed. In the 1960s, they were the counterpart of the attraction of low interest rates in U.S. capital
markets to foreign borrowers, whereas now they are the consequence of large foreign investments in
U.S. real and financial assets” (Ocampo, Kregel and Griffith-Jones, 2007, p. 141).

Figure 4.2: Balance of the U.S. Current Account as a Percent of GDP
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As figure 4.2 shows the United States has a long history of current account deficits. Since 1982
9Lane and Milesi-Ferretti (2007) show that Europe, although it is not a major contributor to global imbalances,

will have effects from these. More concerning are the different effect that these shift in global wealth could have on
different countries within the Euro area. See section 7.6.

10like central bank reserves, sovereign wealth funds
11although the European Central Bank has higher standards for fighting inflation and therefore will not use the

paying by printing possibility in an extent similar to the United States
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it was permanent negative with the exception of 1991 where European Countries financed part of
the Iraq war. The peak was at the end of 2005 with a current account deficit of about 6.5 percent of
GDP.

Since the current account calculation is a historic approach, figure 4.3 also shows an adjusted
current account, as recommended on page 22, where earnings on foreign assets (and payments on
foreign owned domestic assets) are also included. These earnings can easily be used for payments on
goods and services that are in the calculation for the current account. Therefore only the exceeding
deficit must be financed through a change in the international investment position. As the figure
shows, it does not change much in respect to the large current account deficit. But these earnings
and payments can fluctuate substantially with the value of the U.S. dollar. A sharp decline in the
dollar value increases earnings while payments will remain unchanged in dollar values.

Figure 4.3: Adjusted Balance of the U.S. Current Account as a Percent of GDP
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4.1.2 Sustainability of the Current Account

Many economists, policy makers, business leaders and investors are concerned about the sustainabil-
ity of the large U.S. deficit that no other nation has ever had for such a long time. Therefore there
are many publications on this issue; to name just a few: Bernanke (2005); Cooper (2001, 2006, 2007);
Coughlin, Pakko and Poole (2006); Edwards (2005); Eichengreen (2006); Gruber and Kamin (2005);
Krugman (2007); Mann (1999, 2002); McKinsey Global Institute (2007); Obstfeld and Rogoff (2004,
2005).

Many observers say that the current account deficit cannot go on forever. According to ’Herbert
Stein’s Law’: ”If something cannot go on forever, it will stop” 12. There are different explanations
for the current account deficit and this part should give a short overview about reasons and possible
solutions of the U.S. current account deficit.13

According to Mann (2002, p. 131) a country that runs a current account deficit either is ”living
beyond its means” or is an ”oasis of prosperity”. While the first means that the country´s con-
sumption and investment does exceed the generated welfare in the economy the second would say
that investment opportunities in this country are higher, or less risky than other investments. Even
though many reasons support the second argument, investors will not be willing to buy U.S. assets
forever, because the pressure on the exchange rate will increase possible losses and make investments
riskier.

There are also qualitative differences to historic United States current account deficits. Back
then, in the 1980s, it was mainly for financing investment, now it is used for domestic consumption
and military expenditures. Also investments shift to non-tradeable sectors and are not funded by
direct investment but by short-term flows (cf. Ocampo et al., 2007, pp. 145).

Krugman (2007) analyses some popular views on the current account deficit with respect to a
dollar crisis.

The Global Saving Glut

Bernanke (2005, 2007) says that there is a ’global saving glut’, other countries have excess savings
that drive down interest rate there and making investment in the U.S. more profitable. Even though
this scenario is plausible, Krugman argues that there will be a ”plunge” because real interest is nearly
equal to other countries that do not have a current account deficit and therefore the long-run dollar
decline will lead to such a drop. Also Greenwald and Stiglitz (2008, p. 18) do not believe in a ’global
saving glut’ because it would be for nearly 30 years now and there is no reason why ”a structural
imbalance between global (non-U.S.) saving and investment should exist” for such a long period. They
even see a ’global saving dearth’ because many countries develop with capital scarcity!

12(Wikipedia, 2008g)
13There are also models that can explain the ’global imbalances’ like Caballero, Farhi and Gourinchas (2008) but

their analysis also allows fast corrections that might cause a crisis.
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Return Differentials

Gourinchas and Rey (2005) argue for ”return differentials” that foreign investors earn less in the
United States than U.S. investors abroad14, even though the ”net international investment position
is strongly negative” (Krugman, 2007, p. 448). Forbes (2008) finds huge differences within similar
investment groups for the period between 2002 and 2006: ”foreign investors earned only 7.6 % on
their U.S. equity holdings and 5.3% on their U.S. bond holdings, while U.S: investors earned 17.4%
and 6.7% abraod, respectively. For all portfolio securities (equities and bonds), foreign investors
earned less than half of what U.S. investors earned abroad. These return differentials continue to
exist, especially for equity and FDI investments, even after making a rough adjustment for risk and
exchange rate movements. (Forbes, 2008, p. 8) Figure 4.4 shows that the net primary income
from abroad has raised although the net international investment position (NIIP) has become more
negative.

Figure 4.4: U.S. Net International Investment Position and net Primary Income from
Abroad in Billions of U.S. Dollars
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Coughlin, Pakko and Poole (2006) claim that the current account deficits are only the result of
international adjustment processes that will come to an end and are not a threat to the sustainability
of the U.S. current account.

A ”broader concept of the current account, which includes earnings on investments, as well as
trade in goods and services” (Coughlin et al., 2006, p. 5) might be useful to discuss current accounts.
Since the concept of a current account is historic, some things have changed. In the early 20th
century nearly all companies where acting nationally and, therefore, all imports came from foreign
companies with foreign owners. Nowadays multinational firms are responsible for about 30 percent

14They refer to the ’Exorbitant Privilege’ that the United States has because foreign liabilities are nominated in
their own currency and that this is putting a ’valuation component’ external debts and assets that are working in
favour of the United States while other countries, also industrial countries, do not have this privilege.
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of the trade deficit (cf. McKinsey Global Institute, 2004, p. 9) but respond to welfare in the United
States and the whole world. For reasons like market-seeking, efficiency-seeking or resource-seeking
many multinationals spend FDI in regions like South America, Asia or Africa. But gains of these
investments are channelled back to the shareholders of the companies and therefore increase wealth
in the United States. The original identity where present current account deficits has to be paid
back by future current account surpluses do not hold in this respect any longer. But as figure 4.3
shows the difference does not solve the U.S. CA deficit.

The return differentials show that the U.S. financial market provides a service to the world.
Underdeveloped financial markets in developing countries make it impossible to get long-run loans
there, while many countries have to hold their reserves very liquid in order to be flexible in times
of crisis. These countries hold their reserves mainly ”in a combination of cash, and short-term and
liquid long-term securities paying a relative low interest rate, while [. . . ] assets [owned by the United
States] consists mostly of [. . . ] long-term loans and equity investment in foreign countries, which
yield high returns” (Ocampo et al., 2007, p. 142). Part of the return differentials can be seen as a
payment for this service.

Meissner and Taylor (2006) found that Great Britain had a similar privilege from 1870 to 1913.
Although the United Kingdom was in a net creditor position, its privilege dwindled. The United
States also should not reckon on this privilege to hold forever.

Bretton Woods II

Another argument was suggested by Dooley, Folkerts-Landau and Garber (2003). They argue that
we are now in the period of ”Bretton Woods II” meaning that China and other Asian countries
have pegged their exchange rate to the dollar in order to promote their development strategy of
export-led growth. There are similarities between Europe and Japan in the original Bretton Woods
system15, where Europe and Japan reflected the periphery and the U.S. acted as the core country,
and the Bretton Woods II system now. Unlike the situation now, Europe and Japan then signed
contracts and a lot of good will was necessary to delay the collapse of the system. The situation
now is more complex with even more countries bound to the dollar. If we think of a cartel of dollar-
pegged countries, their connections are rather loose and with one big country, e.g. China or some
oil exporting countries dropping out, other countries with substantial reserve assets can lose a lot.

Dooley et al. (2003, p. 7) argue that Europe and Japan dropped out from the Bretton Wood
system because their economies where ready for a flexible exchange rate and the emerging economies
might do the same when time is ripe. But circumstances have changed and there will be shifts before
these countries are as developed as Germany and Japan were at that time. Back then, there was only
one reserve currency, now we have the euro16 that causes shifts in global financial distributions. Since
countries cannot easily peg to two currencies that float free, things will change, making disturbances
more likely than in the past century.

15for more information see section 3.3
16Chinn and Frankel (2005) estimate that the euro could overcome the U.S. dollar as reserve currency in 2025.
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Dark Matter

According to Hausmann and Sturzenegger (2007) ”dark matter” will make up a huge fraction of the
current account deficit. This ”dark matter” reflects services that are bound with U.S. FDI – like
know-how, insurance and liquidity service. But even with dark matter there would be a need of dark
antimatter to resolve the puzzle (cf. Krugman, 2007, p. 450). Hausmann and Sturzenegger (2007)
also say that these substances might not be sustainable, which would bring back the possibility of
a plunge in the U.S. economy. Or like Krugman (2007) puts it: a ”While E. Coyote - Moment”
that would lead to a change in the expectations of financial speculators and a huge correction on
global capital markets and the dollar value. According to Krugman it will be a matter of time until
speculators realise that they lose ground.

The Demographic Component

An additional point was made by Batini, Callen and McKibbin (2006); Bosworth and Chodorow-
Reich (2007); Feroli (2006); Kim and Lee (2007); McKibbin (2005); Poole (2007) among others,
that demographic changes also have a remarkable influence on regional saving rates and related
current account reactions. Modigliani and Brumberg’s (1980) theory about ’Life Cycle Savings
and consumption’ assumes: ”Young households save relatively little, because of the expense of child
rearing. Middle aged households save a lot, in anticipation of retirement. Elderly households, no
longer working, draw down assets to pay for their consumption. These ideas are easily extended to
the entire economy.”(Poole, 2007)

If we take developments of median age as presented by Poole (2007) and summarised in figure
4.5 into account we can make the following estimates:

According to the development, the median age of China will be about 45 years in 2050, higher than
that of the United States with about 41.1. Europe, too, will have a higher median age of about 46.7
years. Japan with an already high median age of about 42.9 (in 2005) will rise to 54.9 in 2050. Only
India will remain below the level of the United States in this sample with about 38.6 years by 2050.17

This suggests that there is a higher need for investment in the United States than in Europe and
Japan because of the shrinking work force. The second effect will be higher saving rates in Europe,
Japan and China than in the United States, since these countries are now at the middle age and
will go to elderly households by 2050 with declining saving rates. Therefore Europe as well as Japan
and China will increase saving deposits in the United States for financing future consumption. From
this point of view current accounts ”deficits and surpluses may be desirable outcomes of optimizing
behavior rather than imbalances” (Poole, 2007). Even these demographic shifts will not explain the
current account imbalances at the full extent, although they might account for a remarkable fraction.

17For more information on ageing and the UN World Population Prospects see: http://esa.un.org/unpp/index.
asp?panel=2 (accessed June 2008)

http://esa.un.org/unpp/index.asp?panel=2
http://esa.un.org/unpp/index.asp?panel=2
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Figure 4.5: Demographic Development of selected Regions
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4.2 The Non-Reserve Currency Countries

The position of non-reserve currency countries is weaker than that of reserve currency countries. They
have to pay for all their consumptions or imports with exports and cannot print money that can
be used for international trade. Further they have to build up reserves in order to prevent financial
crises. If we look back to the Asian financial crisis in the 1990’s the countries had too few reserves
to support their currencies. This made them vulnerable for speculative attacks on their currencies.
The IMF solution to the problem put them further under pressure to devalue their currency even
more, making it impossible for them to meet their debts. The difference that emerging markets have
in their structure of the external portfolio is remarkable. While net liabilities of emerging Europe
have rapidly increased, emerging Asia and the Middle East are running substantial current account
surpluses (cf. Lane and Milesi-Ferretti, 2006, p. 21).

Countries with liabilities nominated in foreign currency, as most emerging and developing coun-
tries have, face the following problem:
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4.2.1 Original Sin

’Original Sin’ 18 can lead to huge costs for many countries that have debts listed in foreign currencies.
Through volatile exchange rates their debts can become enormous, rendering them unable to pay in
time or even pay at all. This can affect developing, emerging and developed countries and can have
huge costs for them. This inability can come from past inflationary tendencies so that inhabitants
are not willing to sign government bonds or hold the local currency, or if there is not enough saving
available in the economy. These countries have no other choice then to borrow abroad with higher
interest rates because of their bad rating; and they have to carry a huge exchange rate risk.

4.2.2 China: Initiator or Victim?

U.S. officials repeatedly blamed China for the undervalued renminbi (RMB – Yuan) that makes
Chinese products cheap for exportation to the U.S. and the whole world. For Fan (2006) this is kind
of déjà vu that had already been seen in the 1970s with the gold standard, and in the 1980s with
Germany and Japan. So the question is not what China should do but rather “[W]hat are the real
causes of the global imbalance and currency instability?” (Fan, 2006, p. 88)

Fan (2006) analyses the Chinese current account, which was nearly balanced for the last 28 years.
Even though China has a large trade surplus with Europe and the United States, it has a large
trade deficit with most south-east Asian countries, Japan and Australia. Many exports from China
to the western world are assembled in China (where labour is cheap) with (high-tech) parts from
Japan, Korea and Taiwan. China had a net export from only 2 percent (in 2004), which is about $30
billion but this rose to over 9 percent in 2007 to over 300 billion U.S. dollars (data from International
Financial Statistics, IMF).

Foreign companies in China produce about 50 percent of exports. But if China is importing
nearly as much as it is exporting, ”Where Did China’s Large Foreign Exchange Reserves Come
From?” (Fan, 2006, p.93). Fan presents once more the figures of 2004: China’s foreign exchange
reserves increased by $210 billion. $68.9 billion came from the current surplus and the rest ($137.7
billion) were from capital inflows! ”The fundamental issue here is that the foreign exchange reserves
in one country may not be all its own national savings, but may be the capital inflows from other
countries driven by some market forces including speculation” (Fan, 2006, p. 94).

For Fan, China is definitely not the problem. It does not cause the U.S. current account deficit
alone, but as shown in figure 4.6, there is a huge fraction that comes from China. As table 4.1 shows,
exports to the United States exceed the imports from the United States by more than 160,000 billion
U.S. dollars, that is nearly 60 percent of Chinas total trade surplus. Even China has a large trade
surplus with the United States. There are many U.S. companies that produce in China. Therefore,
part of the trade surplus is caused by outsourcing of U.S. and other advanced countries’ companies
in order to reduce production costs. Part of the generated surplus will be channelled back to the
United States by dividends and U.S. consumers and consumers around the world profit from lower
product prices.

Chinas national saving is very high and consumption is low (less than 60 percent). Hence, China
does not spend as much as most other countries on consumption goods, but it spends a lot in

18Original Sin describes the inability of a country to take a credit in its own currency making it vulnerable for
exchange rate based excessive indebtedness. Eichengreen, Hausmann and Panizza (2003) also allude other forms that
are similar but not equal to original sin. These are: ’currency mismatches’, that means that assets and liabilities have
different denominations; and ’debt intolerance’, meaning that developing countries can not manage debts in the same
way advanced countries can do.
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Figure 4.6: Chinese Current Account as Percent of Chinese and U.S. GDP
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industrial capacities, public infrastructure and housing, which results in increasing prices on the
global commodity markets.

If China is not responsible for the huge U.S. trade deficit of $600 – 700 billion per year, who is?
Economies that have current account surpluses. Fan has the following perspective:

1. ”If the US wants to blame someone for its trade deficits, it should blame everyone who has some
surplus, and therefore ’contributes’ to the matter directly (as having a surplus against the US)
or indirectly (through countries which have a surplus with the US);

2. If the US wants someone to revalue its currency in order to help to reduce deficits, it should
ask everyone who has a surplus.” (Fan, 2006, p. 95)

If every country should revalue its currency, it shows that their currency is not the problem, but
yours! So why has the dollar ”the tendency of devaluation against everyone else since the 1960s”
(Fan, 2006, p. 95)?

Since Fan already figured out that the Chinese yuan is not the problem and therefore a revaluation
of the Chinese currency does not solve the U.S. deficit problem the U.S. should revalue its currency
from two points of view. The inflation is higher in the U.S. than in China and other developed
countries and China could only print more money with all negative effects of inflation. The second
point relates to productivity and wage increase. If countries have equal productivity and wage
increases there is no need for a revaluation of the currency; but China has a larger productivity
increase than wage increase (10.41 respectively 9.81 (Fan, 2006, p. 100)). Therefore, the Yuan
should appreciate, by about 1 percentage point per year.

In his conclusion, Fan presents an alternative to the “currency asymmetry”: This should be an
independent international currency standard that should provide common benefits to all. Even gold
might be a theoretical possibility but it does not leave any policy action and, therefore, acts too
rigid. He suggests a truly “international currency” which could start with IMF special drawing rights
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Table 4.1: Chinese Exports and Imports by Trade Partner in 2007

Export to Billion U.S. dollars Percent of Total
World 1,218,130 100.0 %

European Union 242,531 19.9 %
United States 233,181 19.1 %

Hong Kong 184,289 15.1 %
Japan 102,116 8.4 %
Korea 56,128 4.6 %

Germany 48,728 4.0 %

Import from Billion U.S. dollars Percent of Total
World 956,259 100.0 %
Japan 133,903 14.0 %

European Union 110,614 11.6 %
Korea 104,045 10.9 %

United States 69,997 7.3 %
Germany 45,421 4.7 %
Malaysia 28,737 3.0 %

Source: Direction of Trade Statistics, IMF

(SDRs) or with some other alternative like the “World Currency Unit” (WCU). Gold standard and
international currency are both extreme solutions for Fan, the optimal solution should be somewhere
in the middle.

The ASEAN19 plus three countries are already working on the Asian Currency Unit (ACU),
which should give them the possibility to invest in their own region. Even this might help to limit
the global currency asymmetries; it does, however, not solve the problem of “currency asymmetries”.
A solution for the global monetary system cannot be made regional and therefore the U.S. must do
something against its own short-term interest in order to solve the global imbalances with a new
financial architecture.

19Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Myanmar (Burma) Philippines, Singapore, Thailand
and Vietnam (see: http://www.aseansec.org/4736.htm accessed: 2008-09-15)

http://www.aseansec.org/4736.htm


5 Understanding the Balance of Payment

For a better analysis of the balance of payment we need a good understanding for global markets
in goods and services that summarise the current account and the global capital market represented
in the financial account. The capital account also contributes to the balance of payments but is
normally unimportant, at least for industrial countries and in a global perspective. Since the balance
of payment is an accounting standard it will always (except of statistical discrepancies) add up to
zero.20

Current Account

Imports of goods and services as well as exports in these are summarised in the current account
(CA).21 In former times, as noted in section 4.1.2, imports and exports could easily be attributed
to nations because products were usually produced as a whole within the countries borders. Only
importation’s of raw-materials took place. Nowadays we have many multinational affiliated groups
that act across boarders and contribute to many nations´ CA and it is harder to measure where the
most value-added is taking place. Some countries like Mexico or China are well known for assembling
of electronic components that are imported from other countries and therefore the one-sided view
of the huge imbalances of Chinese exports to the United States does not reflect the whole story, as
mentioned in section 4.2.2 (Kregel, 2006; McKinsey Global Institute, 2007; Ocampo, 2007-8). The
CA can also be seen as the result of saving minus investment (cf. Edwards, 2001, p. 4) and therefore
should be seen as an inter-temporal factor since saving and investment decisions are based on long-
term expectations "such as life cycle considerations and expected returns on investment projects"
(Edwards, 2001, p. 4). It does make a difference how CA deficits are used, whether they are invested
into industrial capital that will bring future earnings or they are consumed.

20Some authors of papers and articles write "balance of payment deficit" although they mean "current account
deficit".

21Calculation of the Current Account: Exports of Goods, Services and Income receipts - Imports of Goods, Services
and Income Payments +/- net unilateral transfers = Balance on current account (Krugman and Obstfeld, 2006, p.295)

29
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Figure 5.1: Current Account Balance 2006 in percent of GDP

Source: IMF Data Mapper

Financial Account

On the other side we have the financial account that shows the change in the net foreign wealth
position of assets and reserve assets like foreign exchange reserves.22 Since this is only the other side
of the coin the same argument holds as for the CA. If the financial investments are made properly
they can lead to a better welfare for the nation than it would have with a balanced CA.

Funding of Current Account Deficits

Like the McKinsey Global Institute (2007, pp. 21) describes, there is a difference between countries
that invest in countries with current account deficits and countries that actually fund the current
account deficit. The first group are countries that directly invest in the deficit country through FDI,
purchase of equity, government debt securities, private debt, foreign lending or bank deposits. Even
though these countries have capital movements with countries in debt, they also even might have a
current account deficit, e.g. Great Britain in respect to the United States. Only countries that have
an overall surplus can fund the debts of nations with current account deficits, these are:

Mainly oil exporters including the Middle East, Norway, Russia, Nigeria, and Venezuela have
large current account surpluses, followed by East Asia and some Western European Countries as can
be seen in figure 5.1. The orange shaded countries are countries with a CA surplus and at the same
time the financier of the green shaded areas on the map.

22Calculation of the Financial Account: +/- assets held abroad (increase - ) +/- foreign assets held in domestic
country (increase +) = Balance on financial account; where assets can be official reserve assets or other assets.(Krugman
and Obstfeld, 2006, p.295)
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5.1 Reserves and the Balance of Payments

The following model is a simplification of the model presented by Greenwald and Stiglitz (2008, pp.
14):

A country´s external balance is always equal to:

NFS ≡ NPS + NGS − I (5.1)

Net Foreign Savings (NFS) equals Net Private Savings (NPS) plus Net Government Savings (NGS)
minus Investments (I)23. The sum of net foreign savings for all countries together must be zero:

∑
NFSi ≡ 0 ≡

∑
NPSi + NGSi − Ii (5.2)

i indicates all individual national economies. In a world with two different types of economies,
namely countries that are able to issue the reserve currency (with subscript R) and non-reserve
currency countries (with subscript N) equation 5.2 can be changed to:

∑
NFS ≡ NFSR + NFSN ≡ 0 (5.3)

with the further identity of:

NFSR ≡ NPSR + NGSR − IR ≡ −NFSN ≡ −[NPSN + NGSN − IN ] (5.4)

From this equation we can analyse the current state of the world. While the United States
sometimes blamed other countries to be responsible for their current account deficit we know that
NGSR is large and negative and NPSR is nearly equal to zero, while IR is positive. Therefore,
NFSR has to be large and negative. For other countries, especially emerging economies we know
that NPSN is positive, this results in high exports and governments try to keep their household
balanced in order to be able to act in a crises and not to have to ”call upon the IMF for a bail-out”
(Greenwald and Stiglitz, 2008, p. 20). Investments IN are also positive leading to positive NFSN of
emerging economies. This equation does not tell us much about the reason of a large and negative
U.S. current account and net foreign savings. On the one side it could be due to a lack in private and
government savings in the United States24 while some argue for a global saving glut as mentioned
in section 4.1.2.

For a better understanding of the currency asymmetry we also need to analyse the role of reserves
in our model. In chapter 2.1 the increase in global reserves is illustrated. A steadily increase in
reserves, in line with the trade volume of a country, is reasonable in order to insure against sudden

23These equations can be derived from a simple open economy equation with Production (Y), Consumption (C),
Investment (I), Government expenditures (G), Taxes (T), Exports (X) and Imports (M)

Y = C + I +G+X −M

NPS ≡ Y − C − T

NGS ≡ T −G

NFS ≡ X −M ≡ CA

(cf. Blanchard, 2006, pp. 58)
24Even empires do not support the theory of twin deficits, meaning that the current account deficit goes in line with

a government deficit, the equation shows that part of the net foreign savings deficit is due to the government deficit.
Other countries like Japan also have large government deficit but having current account surpluses and therefore a
net foreign savings surplus.
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crisis. This increase in reserves goes in line with a current account surplus. Therefore countries
export real goods in order to earn reserves. ”The money put into reserves is part of global output
(=income) that is not being spent” (Greenwald and Stiglitz, 2008, pp. 22).

Governments savings can be split up into two parts a fiscal surplus (FS) and the aggregate
demand for additional reserves (NDRN ).

NGSN = NDRN + FSN (5.5)

Sound policy measures require a balanced budget and therefore FSN should be equal to zero.
This results in a higher demand for net foreign savings and also a higher demand for reserves:

NFSN = NDRN (5.6)

NFSR ≡ −NFSN ≡ −NDRN (5.7)

If no other country is willing to have an external deficit, the net foreign savings deficit burden will
be up to the reserve currency country to act as a ”consumer of last resort”. If it therefore exports
T-bills instead of real goods, this puts a deflationary bias on the economy. If non-reserve currency
countries cannot get their required levels of reserves they have to devalue their currency in order
to gain competitiveness and receive the necessary reserves. If the reserve currency country is not
willing to spend these reserves through running a fiscal deficit or the reserve currencies countries
inhabitants by consuming and investing, the necessary deficit will be up to other weaker non-reserve
countries. ”In the absence of sufficiently high deficits by the reserve currency country, the whole
reserve currency payments system is inherently unstable with a deflationary bias” (Greenwald and
Stiglitz, 2008, p. 29). If the United States would not aggressively (through fiscal and monetary
policy) try to offset the negative effects, of the current dollar based reserve currency system, the
competitive measures by non-reserve currency countries, in order to reach their required levels of
reserves, would have dramatic deflationary pressures on the U.S. and other industrial economies. As
a consequence the whole world gets flooded with dollars that led to a sharp depreciation of the dollar
value and might lead to higher instability as already mentioned in the chapters above.

As a result a new financial architecture should get rid of the necessity of any single nations
currency serving as the global reserve asset. Even this would not reduce the demand for reserves
(NDR) there would not be a distinction between reserve and non-reserve currency countries, the
pressure would not be on one single country.



6 Reform Proposals for the International Fi-
nancial Architecture

Within academia, there are a plethora of suggestions on how to reform the international financial
architecture. Some ideas were developed decades ago, whilst others are quite new. The first two
proposals in this chapter date back to the first half of the 20th century. The third and forth proposals
are considered to be new, even though some ideas are not.

6.1 Silvio Gesell: International Valuta Association (Iva)

Silvio Gesell´s influence on current economic thought is quite low, although Keynes thought we
could learn more from the spirit of Gesell than from that of Marx (cf. Keynes, 1936, p. 355).
Gesell´s activity was versatile but focused mainly on monetary failures within the field of interests
and rent. He wanted to free money from interest and land from rents.25 His idea for an ideal central
bank was that it should be like a currency board that guarantees stabile purchasing power. Banks
should reassemble an office that works together with the statistical bureau to influence the currency
circulation in order to prevent prices from rising or falling. Behind his thought lies the ’Quantity
Theory of Money,’ which claims that central banks are able to control the quantity and therefore can
influence the valuta of their currency. Gesell wanted money as an absolute valuta.26 There should
not be a change in purchase power over time. The absolute valuta should be dynamic and not based
on concrete goods; it should represent the average value of goods (cf. Gesell, 1920b, p. 168).

For Gesell any central bank (or whatever else the name of the currency issuing institute may
be) should guarantee that the average value of goods remains constant. If this value is rising, it
should issue money. It should withdraw money from circulation if the average value of goods is
declining. An equivalent proposal was made by Prof. Woodrow Wilson (later President Wilson)
when he suggested the reduction of the gold content of a dollar coin if prices are declining and vice
versa. This equals a dynamic currency but reflects the time´s spirit of holding on to something that
has intrinsic value.27

The absolute valuta would reduce necessary exchange rate adjustments because increasing pro-
ductivity in one country would decrease prices in this country and would lead to a surplus in the
balance of payments. But in this system the prices would be increased simultaneously through the
absolute valuta by increasing the money stock; this would make exchange rate adjustment unneces-
sary.

25For more information about Gesell look at: http://www.silvio-gesell.de (most in German language)
26Dynamic or galilean: because it rotates around the average value of a basket of goods.
27Gesell noted that gold and silver for 99 percent of the population are trivial. (cf. Gesell, 1920b, p.179)
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Gesell wanted to replace the automatism of the gold standard, which is reducing the monetary
basis by exporting gold if a country is running current account deficits and increasing the monetary
stock using gold imports if a country´s current account is in surplus. His main critique of the gold
”automat” was that it does not prevent current account imbalances. It comes into force after excess
money supply results in high prices that lead to high imports and low exports. (cf. Gesell, 1920b,
pp.174)

The Iva design

A new system should prevent current account imbalances and not start to act when disturbances are
already affecting the economy. An international currency board could control the transfer of foreign
exchange and propose appropriate measures to abolish excess foreign exchange reserves. This should
only increase or decrease the monetary stock. (cf. Gesell, 1920b, p.175)

Since these adjustments are not fast enough, Gesell proposes the creation of an ’International
Valuta Association’ or ’IVA’. This would issue ’Iva’ - the common currency that is valid in all
participating countries and should constitute about 20 percent of the national money supply. Iva-
notes will be free of charge except for their production costs and delivered for a bill of exchange. The
monetary policy of all member states is national but according to international standards of the IVA.
All state currencies will fulfil the described standard of an absolute valuta. This, in accordance with
unified monetary policy, will eliminate most disturbances in the balance of trade. Iva will work like
gold by reducing the monetary base if the prices are too high and corresponding negative balance of
payments or vice versa. If a country has a high inflow of Iva it will increase its monetary stock and
vice versa. If a country remains in a negative position and loses all its Iva, the bill of exchange will
be due and an interest will be set. If a country wants to end its participation it can do so by paying
back its Iva against the set bill of exchange.

The following model for a two country world should make the Iva concept clear:

MA = mA +
1
2
MI ; PA(MA)

MB = mB +
1
2
MI , PB(MB)

Where M stands for the money stock, m for the amount of domestic currency, subscript A and B

denominate the two countries and MI is the amount of the international money. The price-level P

depends on the money stock. If country A is the more competitive country in the model economy
it will have higher exports and earn more Iva notes therefore the money stock will go up. In our
example country A earns half of the Iva stock of country B. This leads to a higher money supply in
country A:

MA = mA +
3
4
MI

And to a supply shortage:

MB = mB +
1
4
MI

According to the quantity theory of money this leads to higher prices in country A and lower prices
in country B:

MA ↑⇒ PA ↑ and MB ↓⇒ PB ↓

Since there are no exchange rates, the increased price level in country A will reduce its competitiveness
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and, therefore, the current account should be equalised.
One might think that Gesell´s suggestion for an absolute valuta is not very useful, since most

central banks wish for a positive inflation rate. The ECB has a target of close to, but still below
two percent of inflation. According to Bofinger (2003, p. 406) the inflation rate is positively biased
because not all technological progress or new products are observed by the statistics agencies. The
actual rise in prices will be overestimated by 0.5 to 2 percentage points. Krugman, Wells and Graddy
(2007, p. 845 - 851) argue that zero inflation can easily lead to a liquidity trap because the central
bank cannot cut the nominal interest rate under zero.28 Therefore, this argument could be adjusted
by shifting inflation from zero to an average of 2 percent for all countries. The important fact is
that it is only plausible to have fixed (or nearly fixed) exchange rates if inflation is equal in the
participating countries. Otherwise, as we know from the ”Purchase Power Parity condition” 29,
fixed exchange rates cannot hold over the long run (cf. Frank and Bernanke, 2007, p. 896). Even
PPP is not binding in the short run; there are different effects from demand and supply shocks
to different countries. If countries cannot adjust the exchange rate according to these shocks to
equalise competitiveness, pressure on nominal wages to ensure the low inflation rate would be the
consequence. From a psychological point of view this might be very difficult.

In Gesell‘s defence, it must be said that he had another currency in mind: ”free money” that
only retains its purchasing power if stamps that have to be paid for are put on it. Therefore, money
holding is not free of charge. According to this the nominal interest can be below zero since holding
money is costly.30

28See Krugman et al. (2007, p. 851) for a detailed analysis.
29Expected change in the exchange rate equals the difference between domestic and foreign inflation:

Et − Et−1

E−1
= π∗ − π (6.1)

(cf. Krugman and Obstfeld, 2006, p. 372)
30See Gesell (1958, ch. 4) for a more detailed information on free money and Buiter and Panigirtzoglou (2003) or

Goodfriend (2000) for a more modern presentation of Gesell’s solution to overcome the ’zero bound’.
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6.2 John M. Keynes: Proposal for an International Clearing

Union

Keynes formulated his Bancor plan as a solution for the period after the Second World War. During
the interwar period there was a lot of irritation in global financial markets. The stock market
crash in October 1929 can be seen as the beginning of the collapse of the system and made it
necessary to search for a system that improves the whole financial stability of the world. The
financial system should work autonomously and should depend on continued discussions on current
accounts, financial accounts and exchange rates. The later-established Bretton Woods System did
not fulfil such a criteria, see section 3.3. Many clearing operations and the goodwill of most surplus
countries were necessary to keep the system going. The international clearing union should even
work out imbalances and meet global financial needs.

The Bretton Woods system was based on the proposals of John M. Keynes and Harry Dexter
White, but mainly White’s proposal came into force. According to Boughton (2002) it was more
a political decision than a decision based on economic theory. White´s proposal was in favour of
monetary policy and price stability, but all authority remained with national governments. Keynes´
proposal, on the other hand, called for more dramatic changes and abandoned parts of local authority
to the ’International Clearing Union’, even their governors would be nominated by member countries.
More on this in section 6.2.3.

Keynes proposed the establishment of “an International Clearing Union, based on international
bank money, called (let us say) bancor31, fixed (but not unalterably) in terms of gold and accepted as
the equivalent of gold by the British Commonwealth and the United States and all members of the
Union for the purpose of settling international balances.” (Keynes, 1980, p. 121)

The basic idea is simple. Countries should hold accounts that would have the same role as
reserves, i.e. gold in the early 20th century and dollars or other foreign exchange reserves nowadays.
With an account at the International Clearing Union countries do not have to store these reserves
themselves. They are free to borrow from the International Clearing Union in times of need and
lend if they export more than they import. The deflationary bias caused by trapped reserves, which
cannot turn into effective demand, would vanish. Keynes also mentioned some measures to prevent
a piling up of credits or debits so that the system would lead to a self-equilibrium in the long run.

de Vegh (1943) summarizes the purposes of the plan in seven points:

1. "[. . . ] an instrument of international currency to make bilateral arrangements superfluous,

2. an orderly method of determining foreign exchange values,

3. a quantum of international currency that is subject to deliberate expansion and contraction,

4. a stabilizing mechanism to exert pressure on countries whose payments tend to become unbal-
anced,

5. starting off every country after the war with a stock of reserves appropriate to its importance
in world commerce,

6. a central institution to support other international institutions,

7. a means of reassurance that methods of restriction and discrimination will be unnecessary."
31which stands for bank gold (’or’ French for gold)
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6.2.1 Principles of the Bancor Plan

The following principles are from the latest draft of the original "Proposals for an International
Clearing Union" in August 1942. Some details that are of organisational nature are left aside since
they are not really important and probably do not fit into the 21st century.32 (cf. Keynes, 1980, pp.
168 - 195):

1. The founding countries will agree on a value of their currency in terms of Bancor and in terms
of gold. Other joining countries will have to agree on their exchange rate with the Governing
Board of the ICU. These rates can vary only slightly unless permitted by the Board. This
should be easier during the first years because unforeseen circumstances might occur.

2. Each member state will have a maximal allowed debit balance with the ICU that is called its
quota. This quota initially should be the sum of each member´s imports and exports at average
of the past three years, but there should also be exceptions for countries where this formula
might be inappropriate. This quote should be adapted every year according to the weighted
average of export and imports to account for changes in a country´s openness structure. Keynes
also mentioned that other calculation formulas containing additional factors could be taken into
account.

3. If a member country has an excess surplus or debit of one quarter on its clearing account it
should be charged 1 per cent per annum to the Reserve Fund of the Clearing Union and an
additional 1 per cent for the amount exceeding half of its quota. This should avoid build-ups
of debits or surpluses on the clearing accounts and these funds can be used for global aid, even
though they are not necessary for the purposes of the plan.33 Member states in debit would
also have the possibility to borrow from surplus countries in order to avoid these payments.

4. If a country wants to increase its debit balance by more than a quarter of its quote it needs the
permission of the Governing Board. If a country´s debit balance exceeds more than a quarter
in average of at least one year, the country should devalue it currency in terms of Bancor by
not more than five percent without the Governing Board´s permission. To allow a country
to increase its debit balance to more than half its quota ”the Governing Board may require
(i) a stated reduction in the value of the member´s currency, it seems that to be the suitable
remedy, (ii) the control of outward capital transactions if not already in force, and (iii) the
surrender of a suitable proportion of any separate gold or other liquid reserve in reduction of
its debit balance.” (Keynes, 1980, p. 174) Further the Governing Board may give guidelines
to the country to restore international balance. A country with a debit of three-quarters of its
quote will be asked by the Governing Board to take measures to improve its status and can
only draw on its Clearing Account with permission of the Board.

5. On the other side, countries in surplus have to take measures to reduce their surpluses if it
exceeds one half of its quota in average of one year. These can include: ”(a) Measures for the
expansion of domestic credit and domestic demand; (b) The appreciation of its local currency in
terms of bancor, or, alternatively, an increase in money wages; (c) The reduction of tariffs and

32This is especially true for the location of the Board of Mangers and the nomination of Governing Board members.
These details are of minor interest for an economical analysis of the Bancor plan.

33There are many possible uses for these payments but the main idea behind the Bancor Plan is to solve balance of
payment problems and not to fund aid.
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other discouragements against imports; (d) International loans for the development of backward
countries.” (Keynes, 1980, p. 175)

6. There will be a one-way convertibility of gold into Bancor credit but countries cannot demand
gold for their Bancor credits. The Government Board can distribute gold to countries with
credits on their clearing accounts in order to reduce these credits.

7. Non-member countries can and should have a clearing account at the ICU, but they are not
allowed to have overdrafts and have no vote on the board.

8. Countries can resign from the Union with one year’s notice but have to make sure that they
discharge any debit balance. Also the Governing Board can ask countries to resign with the
same procedure.

6.2.2 Advantages of the Bancor Plan

Countries that do not wish to use their surplus immediately can store it at the Clearing Union
without a deflationary and contractionist pressure on the world. The ICU is in this respect similar
to a global banking system where the credit account of one nation can be used by other nations
leading to expansionist pressure on world trade.34 Like on an ordinary bank account the creditor is
not worse off if the bank lends his money to a debtor, especially if the debtor will use the money to
import goods from the surplus country, overcoming the otherwise created deficit in effective demand.
This could also be generated by hundreds of bilateral arrangements but a global system would be
easier and smaller countries with little bargaining power will probably be better off in a general
framework. A country does not have to be in balance with all its trading partners but with the
Union in general over a period of time.

The Plan also includes capital controls: ”There is no country which can, in future, safely allow
the flight of funds for political reasons or to evade domestic taxation or in anticipation of the owner
turning refugee. Equally, there is no country that can safely receive fugitive funds, which constitute
an unwanted import of capital, yet cannot safely be used for fixed investment.” (Keynes, 1980, p.
185) Of course Keynes does not want that ”international investment should be brought to an end.”
But there should be a distinction between capital flows that are for FDI or in order to maintain
equilibrium between surplus and deficit countries and speculative capital flows.

Since the ICU would be a real international body, Keynes also announced some other possible
fields of activity for the ICU. It could for instance have similar functions as the World Trade Organ-
isation (WTO) has nowadays and also elements of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the
World Bank (WB). These are beyond the scope of this work.

34One might argue that countries do not bury their exchange reserves in deep holes but hold T-Bonds or other assets
so that the purchase power is still in circulation. Even this might be true for most of the reserves, they could be used
far better with a system that does not require the countries to invest in low yield bonds that probably do not even
pay of for inflation and exchange rate variations.
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6.2.3 Why White won

Keynes´s proposal was for the greater good of all nations. He saw that the British Commonwealth
and especially London was losing its position in international economics. The British pound was the
long-time leading currency in the world and Keynes knew the mixed blessing of being the reserve
currency country. During the war the United States became the new economic power of the West
and it was obvious that the dollar would gain and the pound would lose importance. It was time
for a change, a change for the greater public good and that was in Keynes´s eyes an International
Clearing Unit that did not directly belong to any country. It is said that the winners write history and
make decisions; and so it was the United States that had the main voice in the coming architectural
solution for international currency relations. Britain put forward the ideas of John Maynard Keynes
with his International Clearing Union and the United States relied on Harry Dexter White with his
idea of a Stability Fond that was mainly constructed in the negotiations in Bretton Woods, New
Hampshire. The Stability Fond was very appealing during the time after the war when a high demand
for European reconstruction was necessary and a balance of payment deficits would be necessary for
European countries. The Stability Fond would lend money for the reconstruction period and beyond.
The International Clearing Unit would try to eliminate these imbalances but it would also be possible
through bilateral negotiations to make money or Bancor credits available for countries in need. The
fact that White´s plan came into force was a political decision that reflected U.S. dominance in
negotiations. It is not a consequence of White having the better plan. (cf. Boughton, 2002) .

6.2.4 The Economics behind the Bancor Plan

The main crux is the difference in reserve holding and creation. Gold reserves or foreign exchange
reserves can only be created by digging or through exports of goods. Therefore these reserves are
hard-earned and unlike the almost free clearing account. The setting aside of gold and foreign
exchange reserves blockades the use of this purchasing power and leads to a leak in effective demand
depressing the world economy. With increasing global trade and volatility on global financial markets
with speculations on different currencies, countries have to increase their reserve stock with costs for
them as mentioned in section 2.4.

”In effect, an ICA [International Clearing Agency similar to the ICU] would elimi-
nate over-the-counter foreign exchange activities of large multinational banks, ending the
wasteful reign of the vast ($1.5 trillion daily volume) foreign exchange casino and curbing
the volatile movements in currency values that frustrate real economic activitiy. The new
ICA would bar speculators from raiding the world’s currency reserves by requiring that
those reserves be held by the Agency and by periodically using changes in reserve levels
to determine adjustments in exchange rates.” (D’Arista, 2003, pp. 737)
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Solving the Currency Assymetry

The Bancor Plan also solves the currency asymmetry problem. No country would be able to charge
seigniorage to any other country, ”[i]n other words, countries would not need to buy - with goods
- the currency of one particular country” (Costabile, 2007, p. 21). Furthermore, there would be
no key currency country; consequently, the practice of changing positions in wealth by changing
exchange rates would fall. No country would be able to nominate foreign debt in its own currency,
but in Bancor, because countries will be in debt or credit with the Currency Union and not with a
particular country.

Further, countries ”would neither need to compress domestic demand below domestic production,
nor would they experience a downward pressure on domestic production” (Costabile, 2007, p. 8)
because they do not need to build up reserves or suffer from a lack in effective demand because of
another country‘s reserve holdings.

Costabile (2007) summaries Keynes symmetric monetary system:

”(i) the link between the gold and international liquidity is severed, in the sense that the
distribution of international liquidity becomes independent from the distribution of gold
reserves among countries; (ii) national currencies stand on par, since none of them is
allowed to work as the international currency; (iii) finally, any remaining imbalances
between countries (now made symmetric by the operation of the system), would be kept
under control via the penalties envisaged by the Plan. Only the combination of these
measures gives rise to international symmetry, while each measure taken in isolation is
unable to generate this result.” (Costabile, 2007, pp. 20)

Since the demand for reserves (NDR) would be equal to zero because no country would need
reserves for insurance and the build up of reserves would not be allowed the problem of the current
dollar based reserve system mentioned in section 5.1 would be solved.

NDR = 0 = NFS = CA

Does Bancor produce higher Global Inflation?

One of the most criticised points of the ICU was that it would lead to higher global inflation because
of the increase in effective demand. More products will be purchased and therefore prices will rise
and the world will get closer to potential output with less unemployment. That might bring some
changes, especially in the first period where exchange reserves will run down, but central banks can
also influence money supply and dry up excess liquidity that should reduce inflationary pressures.

Many countries may benefit from less exchange rate volatility and, therefore, increasing economic
activity, increasing FDI and domestic demand that all will reduce unemployment and increase infla-
tionary pressure. However overall welfare should increase with higher purchasing power all over the
world.
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Figure 6.1: Net Direct Investment in Percent of Keynes Quota
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Will Bancor block Foreign Direct Investment?

The main purpose of Keynes‘s proposal is to stabilise the current account. Leaving the capital
account aside, the financial and the current account must be equal and since the current account
should be balanced the financial account should be balanced as well. This means that assets held
abroad and foreign assets held in the domestic country should be equal and there would not be any
net wealth transfer from one nation to another if the system is balanced.

Figure 6.1 shows the actual net direct investment position of selected countries in percent of
Keynes proposed quota. The quota is calculated as Keynes proposed as the average sum of imports
and exports of the last three years. Countries that received direct investments are China, India, and
in recent years, Russia (positive area). All countries are far away even from Keynes first suggested
barrier: ”one quarter of the quota” and, therefore, there is no need to fear that the Bancor plan
will block Foreign Direct Investment. But Bancor would certainly limit the amounts of speculative
money that is disturbing the economy.
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6.3 Paul Davidson: Proposal for an International Money Clear-

ing Unit

Paul Davidson35 proposes an architectural solution that is very similar to Keynes´s ’Bancor Plan’
(Davidson, 2000, 2002, 2004a,b, 2006). Davidson updated Keynes´s plan with a more moderate
version that does not require a supranational central bank which is, for him, ”political neither feasible
nor necessary” (Davidson, 2002, p. 231).

”What is required is a closed, double-entry bookkeeping clearing institution to keep the
payments ’score’ among the various trading nations plus some mutually agreed-upon rules
to create and reflux liquidity while maintaining the purchasing power of the international
currency.” (Davidson, 2002, p. 231)

Davidson has eight provisions that can establish the needed fundamentals for an global economy
of the twenty-first century:

1. Installation of an ’International Money Clearing Unit’ (IMCU), which is the ultimate reserve
asset and can be held only by central banks of participating member states.

2. Central banks of a currency union or nation should provide one-way convertibility from IMCU
deposits to domestic money. IMCU will be the only liquid reserve asset for international
financial transactions and can only be changed between central banks and the International
Clearing Union. There will be no draining of reserves from the system and ”all major private
international transactions clear between central bank accounts in the books of the international
clearing institution.” (Davidson, 2002, p. 232)

3. The exchange rate between IMCU and the local currency will be set a priori by each nation.

4. Cross boarder contracts are denominated according to local law and acceptance of the con-
tracting parties. Contracts in foreign currency will require public commitments of the central
bank to the availability of foreign funds.

5. Member countries will have the possibility to lend short-term on other member countries´
credits by terms of the ”pro bono public” clearing union managers. (Davidson, 2002, p. 234)

6. If a member country accumulates ”excessive” credit balances according to international agree-
ments by running current account surpluses it has three options to spend this credits: ”(1) on
the products of any other member of the clearing union, (2) on new direct foreign investment
projects, and/or (3) to provide unilateral transfers (foreign aid) to deficit members.” (Davidson,
2004b, p. 600)

7. To stabilise the long-term purchasing power of IMCU the exchange rate between IMCU and
local currency will be fixed and only altered if efficiency wages change. The IMCU value in
local currency will change with domestic inflation rate.

8. If a country has a permanent current account deficit, although the country is at full employ-
ment, then this is a sign that the country is living beyond its means. If the country is poor,

35Dr. Davidson is the Editor of the Journal of Post Keynesian Economics, more on his person on http://bus.utk.
edu/econweb/davidson.html accessed May 27, 2008

http://bus.utk.edu/econweb/davidson.html
http://bus.utk.edu/econweb/davidson.html
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than the rich nation should support this country. If it is relative rich, it should correct its
balance of payment through devalue its exchange rate.

Davidson´s proposal is quite in line with Keynes´. He puts more pressure on the surplus countries,
but on deficit countries only if they are rich. Since the saying: ’One country´s surplus equals other
country‘s deficits’ always holds true, the CA of all nations would be balanced. Further the exchange
rates should not be biased by speculative attacks, therefore Davidson only allows exchange rates to
change with efficiency wages. The limitation of IMCU holdings only by central banks does not allow
individuals to use the international assets as a store of value. This plan would solve the currency
asymmetry and would release stored reserves to be turned into effective demand.

Davidson keeps his proposal simple and remarks that all countries should have an incentive to
join, if they realise that the vanishing deflationary bias will have positive effects on the expansion of
the global economy and that will bring gains to former surplus as well as deficit countries.
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6.4 Stiglitz and Greenwald: A Modest Proposal for Interna-

tional Monetary Reform

In his book: ”Making Globalization Work”, Stiglitz (2006, pp. 245) proposed a change in the ’Global
Financial System’. Also, in his article for the ’Harvard International Review’ (2003), ”Dealing With
Debt – How to Reform the Global Financial System“36 and two working papers together with Bruce
Greenwald (Greenwald and Stiglitz, 2008; Stiglitz and Greenwald, 2003) that are available online, he
offers a similar argument.

The main reasons for Stiglitz to change the global financial architecture are the following:

”The global financial system fails to provide what economic theory predicts; namely to
shift money from rich countries where it is in abound to poor countries where it is scarce
and therefore leading to high returns (interest rates) and shifting the risk burden on
countries which are able to bear it – the rich ones. It fails to provide global economic
stability through providing money to countries on rainy days.” (Stiglitz, 2003, p. 354)

Joseph Stiglitz and Bruce Greenwald (2006; 2008) analyse the main problems that they summarise
in the following way:

1. ”The efficacy and stability of the present system depends on continuing and growing U.S. foreign
payment deficits.

2. These foreign payment deficits exert a powerful deflationary effect on the U.S. domestic econ-
omy which can only be offset by aggressive U.S. government fiscal and monetary policy.

3. These difficulties are exacerbated [by] chronic surplus countries whose behavior is difficult to
control within the context of the current system.

4. These surplus countries tend to export deflationary tendencies not only to the United States,
but to other national economies” (Greenwald and Stiglitz, 2006, p. 11)

For them any reform of the international financial architecture should correct the points men-
tioned by following these principles:

1. ”decoupling reserve accumulation from the deficit positions of any reserve currency countries,

2. providing some means of disciplining surplus countries and

3. providing a more stable store of international value than the dollar or any other reserve cur-
rency.”(Greenwald and Stiglitz, 2006, p. 11)

36In this contribution to the improvement of the global financial system, Stiglitz also proposes the introduction of
general bankruptcy laws for heavily indebted nations and their industries in order to get out of the vicious circle of
indebtedness, even this topic is important for various, especially developing nations, it is beyond the scope of this
work.
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The Global Greenback Plan

Stiglitz and Greenwald suggest using ’Special Drawing Rights’ (SDRs) that already exist as interna-
tional reserve assets. They could be expanded in line with world trade without causing U.S. payment
deficits. Their calculations lead to about $200 billion in SDR to reach global demand and could easily
credited to the already existing IMF accounts.

Further they suggest to tax surplus countries with ” 50 percent (or some other appropriate frac-
tion) per unit of current account surplus up to the full amount of a country´s allocation” (Greenwald
and Stiglitz, 2006, p. 12). The generated revenue should be used for global financial aid.

Since SDRs are a weighted average of a currency basket of the U.S. dollar, the euro, Japanese yen
and Pound Sterling (IMF, 2008) it will be more stable than any single currency and might be used ”as
a stable international unit of account for pricing international commodities such as oil.”(Greenwald
and Stiglitz, 2006, p. 12)

Greenwald and Stiglitz (2008, p. 34) cannot accept that the richest country in the world is living
beyond its means by borrowing from poor countries. This is a net transfer from poor to rich while
the risk burden is also more on the poor than on the rich. The introduction of the new system should
be piecemeal with some countries starting to form a ’club’ that is holding the new reserve asset called
’Global Greenbacks’37. After more and more countries join, there would be a big incentive also for
former reserve currency countries to join the ’club’ (cf. Greenwald and Stiglitz, 2008, pp. 37). The
club should work the following way:

”Every year, each of the members of the ”club” would contribute a stipulated amount to the
GRF (global reserve fund), and at the same time, the GRF would issue Global Greenbacks
of equivalent value to the country, which they would hold in their reserves. There is no
change in the net worth of any country; it has acquired an asset (a claim on others) and
issued a claim on itself. Something real however has happened: it has obtained an asset
which it can use in times of an emergency. (And at the same time, it has agreed to let
others call upon its resources in times of emergency.”) (Greenwald and Stiglitz, 2008, p.
38)

This change in the global financial architecture would lead to no more ’bury[ing] in the ground’
of purchasing power therefore releasing the deflationary bias from reserve currency countries and
their need for net imports. It would also improve the global economic stability. In times of a crises
countries can change their Global Greenback to hard currency in order to support their currency.38

As long as the demand for reserves can be fulfilled by Global Greenbacks (GG), there would be
no need for any nation to serve as a reserve currency nation:∑

NDRi =
∑

GGi

While an oversupply of GG might have inflationary pressures a country that can not fulfil its required
37This name might not be a good choice since there could be widespread rejection from many countries. Therefore

a more neutral name would be a better choice. Also SDR is not a proper name for an international reserve currency!
38SDRs where developed for a time with fixed exchange rates, therefore, there might be a problem with the value

of the Global Greenback with the variable exchange rate system. The authors proposes that Global Greenbacks are
only hold by central banks, so speculators can not disturb the market because there is none. The official exchange
rate can differ from current market rates and central banks are only allowed to change at this rate if there is a clear
sign that the country is in a crises ”a major change in the country´s exchange rate, output, or unemployment rate.”
(p. 39). It would also be possible to introduce "global greenback” also available to hold by public. This would make
them a real global currency that could be treated like any other currency. (cf. Greenwald and Stiglitz, 2008, pp. 38)
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demand for reserves has the possibility to devalue its currency in order to gain competitiveness and
increase GG reserves. The proposed tax on surplus countries should avoid an excess demand for
reserves.

6.4.1 Cost and Benefits of a Global Greenback System

The United States would be a great loser at the beginning because it would ”forego its monopoly on
issuing paper claims for real goods and services. However, Britain enjoyed such a partial monopoly
prior to Bretton Woods and Keynes rightly recognized that it represented a very mixed blessing. The
benefits of seigniorage were perhaps more than offset by the adverse consequences of chronic net
foreign deficits through their deflationary effect on the domestic British macroeconomy. The United
States has avoided many of these effects by running large, persistent government deficits to sustain
full-employment, but that policy too has potential adverse consequences.” (Greenwald and Stiglitz,
2008, pp. 39)

The same would be true for the euro area when the euro becomes more important as a reserve
currency. But European countries, through the ’Stability and Growth Pact’ (Maastricht Criteria),
have less options to countervail the deflationary effect.

For central banks SDRs (or ”Global Greenback”) would provide them with more stable reserve
assets that they can use in their diversification. Further, it would reduce the current U.S. current
account deficit and, therefore, the pressure on the U.S. dollar values and foreign countries would no
longer have to depress their currency in order to acquire reserves that would stabilise exchange rate
dynamics.

Countries would be able to run current account deficits in line with their receiving reserves with
limited risk for a crises. This limited risk could help developing countries to overcome the problem of
’original sin’. All countries would gain from such a solution that reduces the deflationary bias. The
proposed tax on the surplus countries and the redistribution to developing countries would support
global economic development. (cf. Greenwald and Stiglitz, 2008, pp. 40)

George Soros on SDR

George Soros, the famous and successful speculator, also proposes a more extensive use of SDRs (cf.
Soros, 2002, p. 177 - 182). In his proposal developed nations should donate their SDR allocation
to developing countries for certified programs on health care, education, information and the legal
systems.39 His intention behind the plan is, on one side, the promotion of foreign aid to a higher
level with a more co-ordinated system away from corrupt developing countries´ governments and, on
the other side, the solution of the reserve problem with the depressing pressure on global demand.
World trade is growing faster than the global GDP therefore more and more reserves would be
necesary. The allocation of SDRs, like in the Greenwald and Stiglitz proposal, would give countries
more freedom in their use of export earnings than to set aside an amount for building up reserves.

In opposite to the proposal above, Soros would issue new SDRs on an anti-cyclical basis in order
to prevent inflationary pressures from SDR issuing and to promote the global economy in times of
need.

39Soros does not mention other parts of infrastructure, but they could also be in the program.
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6.4.2 The End of the Dollar as Reserve Currency?

Greenwald and Stiglitz (2008, pp. 42) also note that a reserve currency should be a good store of
value. The U.S. dollar served as the reserve currency for most of the 20th century and, despite a lot
of troubles (see section 3), did a good job. In recent years the dollar has a tendency to depreciate,
reducing the wealth of foreigners. With the huge current account deficit and also government deficits
many investors lose confidence in the value of the dollar and diversify into other currencies, weakening
the dollar even further. The solution will not be a multiple reserve currency system, since this might
lead to real high fluctuations of major exchange rates like the dollar-euro exchange rate that is
detached from economic fundamentals disturbing global price relations. Therefore something has
to be changed: away from a national reserve currency to an international reserve asset that also
represents a global standard of value.

From a political point of view, Stiglitz´s proposal might be more feasible than the ’Bancor’ or
Davidson´s ’IMCU’ plan. The proposed surplus tax might be hard to implement, especially at the
proposed high rate. But as soon as the United States recognise that the deflationary bias of the
current system depresses the American economy they can start to agree to SDRs allocations. That
would already have major consequences for the whole world and reduce the pressure on American
or other reserve currency countries´ current accounts.
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6.5 Gesell, Keynes, Davidson or Stiglitz?

For a better overview table 6.1 should highlight similarities and differences of the four proposals
discussed above.

Gesell

Gesell´s proposal builds on the quantity theory of money that was popular during his time. From
that point of view with helicopter money determining the price level, the framework could work.
Since money is created through credits, the framework does not seem so simple. Central banks still
monitor the money supply but look more at inflation and make adjustments mainly according the
inflation rate and other economic indices. The introduction of two different currencies in a country,
even if they have the same value at the introduction could make the development of the exchange
rate mainly dependent on the expectations of individuals in the economy. If they think that their
own currency will depreciate in value they might try to change their wealth into the other currency
depressing their own currency. As noted in section 6.1, Gesell had an other currency in mind that
does not allow or make it unprofitable to store huge amounts of money. Therefore, it might be less
disturbing with his free money. The adjustment process would be through nominal wage cuts which
are unlikely. Trade Unions would want to fix their wages in terms of Iva and I doubt that the system
would solve the problem that easily. Only changes of the unemployment rate will reduce trade unions
bargaining power in order to allow wages to drop. In this respect the problems look similar to that
of a SGC in section 7.1.2.

Keynes

The Bancor plan does provide a global framework that could be used for more than the pure man-
agement of the clearing accounts. It would solve the problems of the current system by relieving
pressure on reserve currency countries and introducing pressure on surplus countries. Stiglitz and
Greenwald also want to generate a more stable store of value, there the possibilities of Bancor is
limited, because it can not be held by the public. Therefore it cannot be used for the accruement of
private savings. But the whole framework will be more stable since exchange rates adjustments will
be due to economic fundamentals and not according to speculators´ activities. Also the variances
are limited to five percent p.a. without approval of the governing board.

The introduction of the Bancor plan does not look very likely, since a lot of power will be taken
away from local governments to the ICU and the governing board. Especially big countries like the
United States would lose their reserve currency with all its pros and cons unless they understand
the deflationary pressure on their economy. On the opposite China, with their export-led growth
strategy, would probably not be willing to agree to such a system.
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Table 6.1: Comparison between Keynes, Davidson and Stiglitz proposals for a New Financial Archi-
tecture

Gesell Keynes Davidson Stiglitz
Clearing Unit Iva Bancor IMCU - Interna-

tional Monetary
Clearing Unit

’global greenbacks’
similar to SDR

Institution IVA - Interna-
tional Valuta
Association

International
Clearing Union

International
Monetary Clear-
ing Union

International
Monetary Fund or
new institution

Reserve Hold-
ing

book entry at the
ICU

book entry at the
IMCU

global greenbacks

Monetary Par-
ity

automatic through
absulute valuta
and currency drain

fix but alterable
- not more than
5 percent without
approval

fix but alterable market driven

Quotas 20 percent of the
national money
supply

average of exports
and imports of the
last 3 years

according to IMF

Credit Limit no limit no limit but excess
credit above 50
percent of the
quote leads to
measures by the
governing board

no explicit limit no limit; tax on al-
location, if a coun-
try has a surplus

Debt Limit since a coun-
try only has 20
percent of interna-
tional ’Iva’ notes,
it will have to pay
interest as soon
as it has run out
on these notes,
putting pressure
on the central
bank to change
the value of the
domestic currency

payment of 1 per-
cent of debit above
one quarter of the
quota and addi-
tional 1 percent for
debit above half of
the quota - ad-
ditional measures
by the governing
board. Above
three quarters the
country can only
make new debts
with the approval
of the governing
board

no explicit limit according to SDR
allocation

Adjustment
Mechanism

Deficit countries
are running out
of Iva - reduced
money supply
should lead to
declining prices
(deflation) and
increasing com-
petitiveness this
should clear the
CA

Countries with CA
deficit are asked
to take measures
to improve their
terms of trade
in order to gain
competitiveness
and reduce the
CA deficit - on the
other side surplus
countries should
reduce their com-
petitiveness by
wage increase or
change of the
exchange rate, or
increasing local
demand, or give
loans to deficit
countries

If a poor country
is in permanent
deficit it is up to
the rich to help
the country out, if
it is a rich country
it should devalue
its exchange rate.
Surplus coun-
tries have to use
their surplus for
imports, FDI
projects or uni-
lateral transfer
(foreign aid).
Therefore no sur-
plus build up is
possible and there-
fore no deficits are
possible either.

Adjustment
through mar-
ket forces but
without the need
for a chronic
deficit for reserve
currency nations
because they are
not necessary any
more. But surplus
countries could
be taxed by 50
percent per unit
of CA surplus
up to the full
amount of SDR
allocation, making
CA surpluses
unattractive.
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Davidson

The proposal by Paul Davidson does reflect the main ideas of Keynes´ Bancor-Plan. Unlike Stiglitz´s
proposal, it is an architectural solution to the problem. The establishment of an IMCU is different
than Keynes´ ICU only in the establishment of a ’double-entry book-keeping clearing institution’.
It does not require a governing board that tells countries out of balance what to do, but it requires
countries to keep their clearing account balanced.

Since the authority that countries have to give up in order to join the IMCU are more limited than
in the Bancor proposal it might be more politically feasible than the original Keynes plan. Changing
international demands for reserve currency and the rise of the Euro might bring the United States
to agree to a fundamental change in the global financial architecture.

Stiglitz

The extension of SDRs and the proposed changes from Greenwald and Stiglitz to ’Global Greenbacks’
sound like an easy solution to the current problems of the financial architecture. A successful pressure
on surplus countries with the proposed 50 percent tax on SDR allocations are the crucial point in
their proposal. Without this tax the whole framework does not solve current account imbalances in
an active way but only through the loss of the necessity to earn foreign exchange reserves for rainy
days. The implementation of this crucial point might be refused by surplus countries, especially by
countries that try to grow through a beggar-thy-neighbor strategy.
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6.6 The Sub-prime Crises and Beyond

In 2007 the United States experienced a bursting of the housing price bubble. Some also call it
a ’market correction’; the effect of this burst and the aftermath are still present, leading to huge
changes in America´s policy, away from mainly liberal standpoints to more controls and regulation
for financial institutions and a huge bail-out plan for institutions in trouble packed with a massive
bail-out by the Federal Reserve Bank and other liquidity injections from all major reserve banks and
government guarantees around the globe. This goes way beyond the scope of this diploma thesis but
the proposals would also have a huge correcting effect on future development and would avoid future
downturns caused by financial institutions. One important point that the United States and probably
the whole world has realised, and which is important to understand why the financial architecture
has to be changed is the following: The current global reserve system fails to be stable on its own
– therefore it needs regulation and speculative capital flows must be limited. Nearly all proposals
have some sort of regulations and would improve performance with a new financial architecture.

Figure 6.2: Change in Foreign Exchange Reserves Holdings in Percent of previous Quar-
ter
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There is a line between the U.S. dollar as reserve currency and the building up of bubbles -
especially credit bubbles in the United States. The massive build up of foreign exchange rates, that
are mainly held in U.S. bonds, increases the available financial funding and drive down interest rates
in the United States. This led to declining saving rates in the United States, because individuals
faced very low interest on borrowing as well as on lending. In such circumstances it is worthwhile for
individuals to take on cheap credit for financing consumption and credit institutes have an incentive to
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give more persons access to loans. With rising house prices more people could afford higher mortgages
on their homes and finance and refinance them after house prices had risen.40 After a decline of
house prices many debtors could not get new loans and many loans, especially loans of debtors
with low reputations (sub-prime loans) had variable interest rates. The declined wealth of American
households due to the fallen house prices started a vicious cycle: American households financed part
of their consumption by mortgages on their houses, so with falling house prices households could
not renew their mortgages with a higher value, and therefore their ability to finance consumption
was reduced. The reduced consumption had negative effects on domestic demand leading to higher
unemployment especially by sub-prime mortgage borrowers. Many individuals had to give up their
homes because they could not afford higher interest rates, increasing the amount of available homes
which further reduced house prices and let to a decline in the construction industry and therefore
reduced GDP growth expectations. This also had effects on the international financial markets.
Main international creditors and sovereign wealth funds feared a reduced dollar value because of the
possibility of a recession and the massive current account deficit.

Figure 6.3: Share of different Currencies as Percent of Total Allocated Foreign Exchange
Reserves
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The reduced wealth of American households led to a reduction of imports that resulted in a decline
of the CA deficit. China also tried to diversify their massive growing dollar nominated reserve assets
but could not reduce their dollar purchases without weakening their dollar peg. Though someone
could expect that the demand for dollar nominated foreign exchange reserves would decline, the
opposite is true as figure 4.1 shows. But there are effects, demand for dollar nominated exchange

40The expectation of rising house prices has the incentive to buy a house rather sooner than later boosting house
prices even more.
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reserves are developing slower than for other currencies and total reserve holdings as shown in figure
6.2. The importance of the U.S. dollar as the leading foreign exchange reserve decreased in the last
decade, slowly but continuously, as figure 6.3 shows.

If there is no fundamental change in the financial architecture the increasing importance of the
euro as reserve currency and other developments for Currency Unions around the globe could resolve
the current situation but will not solve the problems of the ’Currency Asymmetry’ for the whole
world. More reserve currency countries might have the possibility to gain from seigniorage but there
will still be a huge lack in effective demand, as long as global reserves are required.

A change that would take the burden of countries that are not reserve currency countries to in-
crease their foreign exchange reserves and with the related cheap credits to reserve currency countries,
would reduce the liability for bubbles. Probably the financial centres, especially the United States,
would have adjustment problems. Only an increase in the domestic savings rate could provide the
necessary funding for their activities, that are now financed by other countries deposits. The lack of
effective demand would be compensated by an increase in demand of surplus countries. They could
use their wealth (exchange reserves), according to the plan of Keynes and Davidson for international
aid, but would probably use it for improvements in the domestic economy by increasing the welfare
in their countries. This is not only applicable to China, but to Germany as well.
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6.7 The International Clearing Agency

Very similar to Keynes and Davidson´s proposals, D’Arista (2003) made a proposal for the establish-
ment of an International Clearing Agency (ICA). The main principles are equal but her plan would
give the ICA more power than they have in the ICU or ICMU proposals.

”[I]nternational payments would take place through the simultaneous debiting and crediting
of: (a) reserve account held by commercial banks with their national central banks; and (b)
the reserve account of national central banks held with the international clearing agency.
No payments would be made directly between national central banks. Nor would national
central banks provide foreign currency to private sector financial and non-financial insti-
tutions. All international reserves would be held by the international clearing agency and
denominated in a weighted basket of currencies. (D’Arista, 2003, p. 743)

Therefore there would not be a ’Bancor’ or ’ICMU’ equal clearing unit, but a clearing unit similar
to the calculated value of SDRs.

Figure 6.4: The Clearing Function
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D’Arista (2003, pp. 742) made a very good illustration of the ’Clearing Function’ (see figure
6.4) and the ’Adjustment in Reserve Holdings’ (see figure 6.5): In her example, she starts with a
purchase of country B from country A (either investments, goods or services). A firm in country B
writes a cheque in favour of a firm in country A. This firm gives the cheque to its commercial bank
in return for the equivalent value in domestic currency. The commercial firm hands the cheque over
to the national central bank in return for a credit to its reserves account. The central bank further
demands an increase in international reserves from the ICA which will decrease the international
reserves of country B’s national central bank. The national bank will debit the firm in country by
on its commercial bank account. The circulation is equal to a cheque drawn in any country with one
additional step: the ICA and with different denominations.41 As the bottom line shows there is no
drain of international reserves at the ICA, only the wealth of country A and B has changed.

Figure 6.5: Adjustment in Reserve Holdings

international reserve account (see block two). At the same time, the ICA
buys country B’s government securities from its central bank and pays for
them by crediting its international reserve account (also depicted in block
two). As block three shows, these reserve adjustments alter the composition
of assets and liabilities at the two central banks and the ICA – but do not
change the aggregate level of assets and liabilities or alter international
liquidity.

These transactions give the two central banks additional capacity to
wrestle with the e!ects of international transactions on their domestic
economies and financial sectors. The additional capacity does not guaran-
tee a successful result. But it does enable national monetary authorities to
use open market operations and other policy tools to cope more e!ectively
with falling employment, rising prices or other domestic trends.

As Figure 25A.3 suggests, the ICA’s transactional framework enables the
agency itself to conduct open market operations at the international level
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Figure 25A.3 Adjustment in reserve holdings
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41The Clearing Function would be very similar in the Bancor Plan and one could think of international payments

nominated in ’Bancor’ for the convenience of participating actors.
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The system looks like it would be less restrictive in allowing the build-up of debts or credits, but
actually D’Arista allows the ICA to change the exchange rate with the built up credits and debts
according to agreed regulations that could be 5 percent change in international reserves for more than
30 days. This would entitle the ICA to change the exchange rate through an increase or reduction of
the relevant countries’ government securities according to the actual value of the countries’ reserves.

Normally local central banks should be able to deal with effects of exchange rate changes, but this
could lead to pro-cyclical capital flows. The ICA would be able to prevent further exchange rate fluc-
tuations through adjustments in reserve holdings of different countries, as shown in figure 6.5. There
the example of figure 6.4 shows increased reserves in country A and reciprocal decline in reserves
in country B. The ICA can now sell government securities to country A´s central bank by debiting
their international reserve account and buying government securities from country B´s central bank
by crediting their international reserve account without any change in the overall assets or liabilities
held by the ICA. This would extend the ability of local central banks to serve the domestic economy
with open market operations to fight contractionary or expansionary pressures. The ICA itself could
also use open market operations directly through buying or selling government bonds from residents.
A direct buy/sell of government bonds by the ICU would put an expansionary/contractionary effect
on the economy with an increase/decline in the assets and liabilities of the commercial and central
bank and an increase/decline in the international reserve account. This action would increase/shrink
global liquidity; this is different from the mechanism described in figure 6.5. (cf. D’Arista, 2003, p.
742 - 750)
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6.8 Alternative Proposals

There is no scarcity on proposals for new financial architectures and other steps that should improve
the global financial system. Several proposals deal with the construction and functions of the IMF.
Many economists (Buira and Abeles, 2007; Caballero, 2003; Fischer, 1999; Lerrick and Meltzer, 2003,
among others) argued for a new role for the IMF as ILOLR (International Lender of Last Resort) or
other extended frameworks.

Other economists propose different structures of referenced exchange rates, as Williamson (2005)
summarizes: a Fundamental Equilibrium Exchange Rate (FEER), Desired Log-run Equilibrium Real
Exchange Rate (DRER), Behavioral Equilibrium Exchange Rate (BEER), Goldman Sachs Dynamic
Equilibrium Exchange Rate (GSDEER) or a Natural Real Exchange Rate (NATREX). These refer
to the different methods of calculating a proper exchange rate that should be targeted. There is no
consensus on which method should be used and according to Williamson (2005, p. 4) the exchange
rate can not be calculated precisely within +/- 15 percent. The optimal outcome should be an
exchange rate that is balancing the current account and therefore the capital account without a
change in reserves. If governments would decide to adopt any of these referenced exchange rates it
would be hard to measure what the target rate is and if the government or the central bank should
set steps to reduce or increase the value of the domestic currency. Through technical difficulties
these approaches are unlikely to come into force.

The following proposals try to fix the shortcomings of the current financial architecture on a
regional basis. Their effects will be more limited than a general solution or change in the system but
since they do have less participants they might be easier to introduce.

6.8.1 Dollarization

Dollarization42 means that citizens are using dollar, euro or other important currencies rather than
the national currency. This can be unofficial, semi-official or official.43 Very famous examples are
Ecuador, El Salvador44 and Panama that officially use the U.S. dollar as legal tender. Other countries
like Cambodia use the dollar for nearly all purposes but do not use cents, therefore they use the
official currency the ’Cambodian real’.

Countries that do not use their own currency give away their monetary authority but import the
credibility of the foreign currency. For some countries with tight relations to the issuing countries,
dollarization might be a good choice. In the euro-area are some countries like the Vatican or Monaco
that use the Euro as legal tender although they are not members of the EMU.

If a country decides to give up its own currency in favour of a foreign currency it will loose three
things: (cf. Mundell, 2003, p. 34):

1. Seigniorage45

2. National Symbol
42Dollarization does not only mean the implementation of Dollar, also the adoption of other currencies like the Euro,

or Japanese Yen are, in this work, referred as dollarization.
43(cf. Wikipedia, 2008c)
44Quispe-Agnoli and Whisler (2006) of the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta made a paper on the effects of dollar-

ization on the banking sector of Ecuador and El Salvador and find that it has improved. Even this improvement did
not lead to higher growth compared to other Latin America and Caribbean states.

45For more detailed information see Berg and Borensztein (2003)
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3. Sovereignty46

There are many gains that could be weighed against these losses. For countries that have a really
poor monetary policy there would be minor losses (cf. Berg and Borensztein, 2003, p. 97). Since
inhabitants might already use other currencies and therefore the country has nearly no gains from
seigniorage or sovereignty especially combined with ’Original Sin’.

In former times many countries used the currency of their colonial power, because there was no
existing currency system. Mundell (2003, p. 36) explains the implementation of a dollarization the
following way:

"Taken from the starting point of a barter economy, dollarizing is easy. In the absence
of an existing currency, people would be quite willing to import a foreign currency to fill
their monetary requirements. [. . . ] There is no need for Maastricht-type conditions in
a barter economy, because if you have a barter economy the government has no means
of creating an unbalanced budget or an erring monetary policy. Once the economy is
dollarized and people start to use dollars, the new monetary economy makes it possible for
the government to make mistakes. But because the government can´t print any money,
it can´t have an unbalanced budget. It can borrow and run a deficit, but it can´t run
an inflationary deficit. It can run deficits up to the limit of its borrowing capacity, but
discipline is assured without any Maastricht-type conditions."

Therefore dollarization might be a passable way to improve the countries monetary basis especially
for countries that do not face high losses. A global dollarization would make the dollar a common
currency for the whole world. This would lead to nearly all benefits that are mentioned in section
7.1.2 with the SGC but there would also be some huge differences in terms of seigniorage that would
only go to the United States 47 and sovereignty that would be also up to the United States. (cf.
Mundell, 2003, p. 35)

The costs in seigniorage would be huge. The initial adoption of the dollar - if not already earned
through current account surpluses- would be needed to be financed through credits. According to
Berg and Borensztein (2003, pp. 84) the G7 countries have an annual monetary increase of about
0.3 percent of GDP. This would be drained to the United States and countries would have to pay
for it through their current account surplus, while the United States will pay by printing money. On
the other side countries that are fixing their exchange rate with the dollar do not loose seigniorage
gain. But they will have to invest a huge amount of the gain into international exchange reserves to
fix the currency, earning interest on these assets.

In a totally dollarized world the balances of current accounts would not be a concerning issue,
since this will not provoke disturbing changes on exchange rates. Countries that are more efficient
will gain more dollar notes in the country leading to higher inflation and therefore balancing the real
exchange rate. Adjustments in a completely dollarized world are similar to a 3-G world or a gold
standard.

It is unlikely that countries with stable currencies, like the euro-area or Japan will give up their
currency because they would lose much more than they have to gain. But it can make sense to
reduce the numbers of currencies through dollarization. The decision will always be political (cf.

46For more detailed information see Schuler (2003)
47The United States has an "International Monetary Stability Act of 2000" which should "promote international

monetary stability and to share seigniorage with officially dollarized countries." (as cited in Mundell, 2003, p.44) But
they do not share seigniorage earning with officially dollarized countries now. (cf. Berg and Borensztein, 2003, p. 86)
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Cohen, 2003). If a country can decide between dollarization or joining a currency union the costs
and benefits must be weighed.

Table 6.2: Some Examples of Dollarization and other -izations

Currency Countries
Euro Andorra, Kosovo and Montenegro
U.S. dollar Palau, Micronesia, the Marshall Islands, Panama,

Ecuador, El Salvador, Timor-Leste,
British Virgin Islands, Turks and Caicos Islands

South African rand Swaziland, Lesotho, and Namibia
Source: Wikipedia (2008i)

6.8.2 The Case for Currency Unions

There are more and more regions trying to follow the successful way of the European Monetary
Union. Many regions already have plans to adopt a common currency like the GCC Currency of
the Arabian Nations, or a common currency for MERCOSUR, ASEAN or the AU48. Some voices
also predict a North American currency union. Many nations would gain from a common currency
because exchange rates would be fixed with trading partners within the ’Currency Union’ (CU) and
the volatility of other currencies would be lower. Table 6.3 gives an overview of existing, planned
and proposed Currency Unions, some more are planned like the ’Common Market for Eastern and
Southern Africa’ by 2025 and the ’African Economic Community’ in 2028.49

One of the most important writings on Currency Unions is Mundell´s (1961) ”A Theory of
Optimal Currency Areas” (OCA) that analyzes the costs and benefits of a CU. Costs vary a lot with
the integration of areas as well as with the importance of the currencies joining the CU. The costs
and benefits are once again similar to those given in section 7.1.1 of the SGC.

Most benefits come from a better and more stable currency, therefore it is important for the
CU to have a stable anchor currency to build upon. It is also better if the countries that are
joining the Union are well integrated. If this is not fulfilled ex ante it should be ex post and the
common currency will help to integrate the area because fewer fluctuations will result in a more
stable environment for economic activity and this will help to improve trade within the currency
area. Also, for other currencies a bigger base will reduce fluctuations and therefore reduce risk,
increasing economic activity. Even though ’external balance’50 is important, Keynes (1923) says
that ’internal balance’51 is more important if a country has to choose between these two. Therefore
any currency area should first look at internal stability and not adjust the exchange rate to other
currency areas in order to maintain ’external stability’.

But even within smaller areas (in terms of economic power) like the AU a CU could reduce the
costs of reserve holding and increase trade within the area. The experiences of the CFA-zone in
Africa show that a stable currency does not necessarily lead to convergence and increased welfare.
Therefore the pure existence of a currency union even with a guaranteed exchange rate by a member
of the euro-zone does not improve the economic circumstances enough to boost the country out of

48African Union
49(cf. Wikipedia, 2008i)
50External balance means equilibrium in the balance of payments and a stable exchange rate.
51Price stability
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poverty. The World Institute for Development Economics Research of the United Nations University
(UNU-WIDER) analyses further circumstances that must be given to improve the humans’ wellbeing
and increase of economic activity (cf. Fielding, 2002).

Recent experiences have shown that big currency areas, such as the dollar and the euro, can also
fluctuate dramatically. This fluctuation is caused by huge shifts in reserve holdings, sovereign wealth
funds and other speculators. The dramatic increase in the euro value against the dollar represents
huge shifts from the dollar area to the euro area since the euro is more stable, because the ECBs
primary goal is price stability. The United States twin deficit and the huge current account deficit
causes concern about the stability of the dollar. About 70 percent of global exchange reserves are
held in U.S. dollars which are now loosing value with the declining dollar and with the U.S. economy
going into recession the Federal Reserve will try to boost the economy with lower interest rates and
increasing the dollar supply which could depreciate the dollar once more.

6.8.3 Proposal from Pietro Alessandrini and Michele Fatianni

Alessandrini and Fratianni (2007, pp. 16) think that a supranational central bank as in Davidson´s
or Keynes´ Proposal is unfeasible and will not find enough support to be established. They propose a
bilateral agreement between the Federal Reserve Bank and the European Central Bank that is equal
to Keynes´ ICU and should be called the ’New ICU’ that should settle balances and include overdraft
facilities. It should further be extended to China because of the huge foreign exchange reserves held
by China. Instead of Bancor it would issue ’supranational bank money’ (SBM) that should be backed
by domestic earning assets. These SBMs will be created by the ECB and the Fed by swaps and will
have a fixed amount of euros and dollars. As opposed to SDRs, these SBMs (like Bancor), would not
be created by an external institution but by participating countries. Central banks would be able to
exchange SBMs for international reserves. The ECB and the Fed would share the responsibility for
the SBMs and foreign central banks would be able to change their dollar-nominated assets that are
more volatile to SBMs-assets.

The ’New ICU’ construction has major limitations in its capabilities to resolve the current im-
balances. Even though it could reduce volatility in the foreign exchange markets it is uncertain if
other countries would use such facilities. More countries will be necessary than the United States,
the euro-countries and China to improve the global financial architecture. This proposal might put
some diversification pressure that limits the United States ability as reserve currency country but
will probably not solve the essential problem in the current financial architecture.

6.8.4 Proposal from Jane D’Arista

D’Arista (2007)52 proposes the creation of a ’Public International Investment Fund for Emerging
Economies’: Therefore closed-end funds that should be financed from developing countries reserves
and invested mainly in infrastructure projects in these countries should bring back the money to
developing countries. The countries could build securities in their own currencies and could create a
non-national reserve asset. The risk should be limited through a World Bank and IMF umbrella.

Since this proposal has less participants it would be more likely to come into force for emerging
Asia and/or the African Union. It could be seen as a start for a monetary union like the euro. As

52She also made proposals to Keynes ICU plan in D’Arista (2004) and also the ICU plan along with a similar
proposal to the following and to Stiglitz and Greenwald in D’Arista (2003)
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Table 6.3: Existing, Planned and Proposed Currency Unions

Existing Currency Unions:
Currency Countries
Euro Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Finland, France, Germany,

Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, Malta, the Nether-
lands, Portugal, Slovenia and Spain
also used in Monaco, San Marino, and the Vatican City

East Caribbean dollar Anguilla, Antigua and Barbuda, Dominica, Grenada,
Montserrat, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, and Saint
Vincent and the Grenadines

CFP franc French Polynesia, New Caledonia, and Wallis and Futuna
CFA franc BCEAO Benin, Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire, Guinea-Bissau, Mali,

Niger, Senegal, and Togo
CFA franc BEAC Cameroon, the Central African Republic, Chad, the Re-

public of the Congo, Equatorial Guinea and Gabon

Planned Currency Unions until 2020
Union Countries planned

introduction
East African Community (EAC) Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, 2009

Burundi and Rwanda
West African Monetary Zone Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, Nigeria December 2009

and Sierra Leone, (maybe Liberia)
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) Bahrain, Qatar, Kuwait, Oman, 2010

Saudi Arabia, United Arabia Emi-
rates

Caribbean Single Market and Economy
(CSME)

Antiqua and Barbuda, Barba-
dos, Belize, Dominica, Grenada,
Guyana, Jamaica, Saint Kitts and
Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent
and the Grenadines, Suriname,
Trinidad and Tobago

2010 - 2015

Southern African Development Com-
munity/Southern African Customs
Union (SADC)/(SACU)

Angola, Botswana, Lesotho,
Malawi, Mozambique, Swaziland,
Tanzania, Zambia, Zimbabwe,
Namibia, South Africa, Mauritius,
Democratic Republic of Congo
and Madagascar

2016

Union of South American Nations
(Unasur/Unasul)

Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador, Peru,
Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay,
Uruguay, Venezuela, Guyana,
Suriname and Chile

2019

Some Proposed Currency Unions
Union Countries
Asian Currency Unit PR of China, Japan, Republic of Korea and ASEAN
North American Currency Union Canada, United States and Mexico
African Central Bank African Union

Source: Wikipedia (2008a,b,d,i,j,k)
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long as the IMF or the World Bank is needed, there will be a lot of political pressure from Western
democracies that are concerned about the future development of countries that are less dependent on
the West, because these countries will be less influenced and therefore will make their own decisions.



7 Do we need a Global Currency?

Greenwald and Stiglitz (2008, p. 39) would introduce ”global greenbacks only being held by Central
Banks, but a more ambitious version of this proposal would allow global greenbacks to be held by
individuals.” Keynes (1980, pp. 168) describes at his preface to the ICU proposal: ”We need a
quantum of international currency, which is neither determined in an unpredictable and irrelevant
manner as, for example, by the technical progress of the gold industry, nor subject to large variations
depending on the gold reserve policies of individual countries; but is governed by the actual current
requirements of world commerce, and is also capable of deliberate expansion and contraction to offset
deflationary and inflationary tendencies in effective demand.”

Although they do not propose a global currency, global greenbacks held by individuals could
become a global currency. Bancor is only available as bank money; many goods like raw materials
could be nominated in bancor and one step further could make bancor or global greenbacks a real
global currency for daily usage.

But what would be the effects of a ’Single Global Currency’? The ”Theory of Optimal Currency
Area” (Mundell, 1961) suggests that there are different criteria for a currency area and therefore one
currency does not fit all needs for all nations. But there are many reasons why fixed exchange rates
are good: International bond markets would work more efficiently and domestic tax changes would
have less disturbing effects on local price adjustments and the ’country risk’53 would be decreased
(cf. McKinnon, 1996, ch. 17). Since a global currency is more than a fixed exchange rate system
the following sections will explain the idea of a ’Single Global Currency’ - the aim of the ’Single
Global Currency Association’ and other proposals for the establishment of a global currency and
voices against it.

7.1 The Single Global Currency Association (SGCA)

The ’Single Global Currency Association’ was founded in June 2003 (cf. Bonpasse, 2007, p. 321)
and promotes a ’Single Global Currency’ (SGC). The association promotes academic research in
this field and also wants to publish an online journal at http://www.singleglobalcurrency.org/
journal.html. Further it holds annual conferences on the Single Global Currency in Bretton Woods
to promote the SGC. Members of the SGCA also present their goals at other conferences like the
GCC Currency Forum 08.54 One of the key elements the SGCA promote is Morrison Bonpasse´s
(President of the SGCA) book: "The Single Global Currency – Common Cents for the World"

53If a country that has its own national currency is forced to alter its exchange rate, all sectors that are due to
import or export will be affected even if the original force that led to the change does not have anything to do with
this sector. Therefore the whole country can come into trouble if one important sector provoke a currency change or
even if the change is provoked by outside currency speculation.

54The GCC Currency Forum was hold on 15th June 2008 in Dubai, UAE. Morrison Bonpasse and Dr. Celali Yilmaz
attendent and presented the SGC idea - see http://www.itp.net/events/gcccurrency08/ (accessed 4th July 2008).
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which explains in detail and investigates the origin of the status quo and the possible future for an
implementation of the SGC. The following section will be indebted to this publication.

The slogan of the SGCA is "Common Cents for the World" and cited on the homepage55 of the
SGCA is Paul Volcker saying, ”A global economy requires a global currency.” The goal is to create
the SGC by 2024, what would be the 80th anniversary of the Bretton Woods conference. The SGC
would be euro-like:

”A common currency, managed by a Global Central Bank within a Global Monetary
Union, that people can use within member countries as legal tender and for international
transactions.” (Bonpasse, 2007, p. 150)

The SGCA does not exactly define when this goal is reached but it could be with fifty-one percent
of world population or world GDP (or even less). Or with a specific fraction of world trade. There
might also be the possibility that this state will be fulfilled ”when a future international monetary
conference creates a 3-G world, with a Global Central Bank [GCB] and a Global Monetary Union
[GMU] and a Single Global Currency [SGC].” (Bonpasse, 2007, p. 151)

7.1.1 Origin of the SGC Idea

Many famous names come up when searching for a single global currency idea. According to Bonpasse
(2007, p. 151) the idea dates back to John Stuart Mill and his Priciples of Political Economy. Other
famous representatives are Walter Bagehot, John Maynard Keynes (see chapter 6.2), Harry Dexter
White56, Robert A. Mundell, Retired U.S. Federal Reserve Chair William McChesney, James Tobin,
Richard Cooper, Geroge Soros, Charles Goldfinger and Martin Wolf (2004) among others (Bonpasse
(cf. 2007, pp. 151) and Starr (2006, p. 625)). The following sections will give more detailed
information on the costs and benefits of the proposals.

7.1.2 Costs and Benefits of SGC and GMU

The costs and benefits of a SGC will be similar to any monetary union with a single common currency.
The real size of costs and benefits will depend on the size the GMU with its SGC will have. Some
countries may not be able to join according to political minimum criteria or lack in political will
to join. Other countries that are not in the GMU still can benefit a lot from a SGC, for example
in reserve holdings. As with many things costs and benefits depends on where you stand, in this
respect the overall cost or benefit should be taken into account.

55http://www.singleglobalcurrency.org (accessed 4th June 2008)
56He first proposed "Unitas" but withdrew this proposal probably due to political pressure.

http://www.singleglobalcurrency.org
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The following benefits and costs of an SGC are taken from Bonpasse (2007, p. 161 - 188) with
my own explanations, partially based on his comments:

Benefits

1. Eleminate the Costs of Foreign Exchange Transactions: The exact extent of this
benefit is hard to evaluate. Bonpasse (2007, p. 161) mentions $ 400 billion. Total elimination
will only be realised if all countries join the GMU which is unlikely for the reasons mentioned
above. But also the costs for hedging57 with main trading partner in the system the costs for
will reduce costs and promote competition.

2. Increase the Value of the World´s Assets by $36 Trillion and Trigger Additional
$9 Trillion GDP activity: These figures are estimated based on reduced risk to currency
and of inflation, which will lead to more activity on global markets and promote global demand.
Since exact transitions to SGC are unclear, the effect of reduced need for global reserves could
also lead to an inflation boom and pessimistic economic behaviour. But even if the one-time
increase in value was minimal, the further promotion of global trade and economic growth
would lead to overall benefits.58

3. Eliminate the Need to Maintain Foreign Exchange Reserves: Since there would only
be one SGC there would be no need for foreign exchange reserves. Some countries that are
not joining would still need some reserves but these are only in the SGC, and since the SGC
would be very stable, exchange rate risks would be limited and the value of these reserves
would be stable too. The GCB would probably hold reserves as any central bank does, even
it is not necessary for fiat money, some will have a better feeling if there are real goods like
gold available for times of crises. Since most countries would be in the system the need for
foreign exchange reserves will be limited and so purchase power would be increased and the
deflationary bias of reserve holding would vanish.

4. Eliminate the Risks of Excessive Capital Flows Among Currencies and Countries:
Speculative capital flows come from expected changes in the exchange rate. Since there would
be no exchange rates there would be no place for speculative capital flows. Money flows still
can be pro-cyclical but will depend more on fundamentals than on speculative basis and not
all investments in a country will be affected at once.59

5. Reduce the Cost of Operating an Entirely Seperate Monetary System: The costs
connected with a Monetary System from design to printing and making bank notes fraud

57insuring against exchange rate fluctuations
58Integration of Global Markets as (Stiglitz, 2002b) describes, can help many persons, although some might be

worse off, but that does not make ’Globalization’ the people´s enemy. Bhagwati (2004) defends ’Globalization’ and
explains that it can be good and will promote global development. With a SGC the possibilities of global trade will
increase and there will be an increase in potential growth. As Stiglitz (2006) explains, however, there will be a lot
of work to be done to let more people gain from ’Globalization’. ’Globalization’ stands for broader integration of
financial, commodities and labour markets; making business less dependent on local circumstances because of high
global flexibility.

59If a speculative attack occurs and the exchange rate devalues, all assets are affected because of their changed value
in foreign currency. With SGC the foreign value will remain constant. E.g. if there is a bank crisis, the whole country
will suffer, because of the changed exchange rate even though the status of many companies and working people are
unchanged. With SGC the affects will be smaller and will be less disruptive for the local and global economy.
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resistant are substantial.60 Bank notes could be printed in a larger scale reducing production
costs and using the created seigniorage for the greater public good of all nations and not mainly
of the reserve currency country or countries.

6. Eliminate the Balance of Payments / Current Account Problem for Every Country
or Monetary Union: Current Account deficit or surplus are not necessarily bad or good,
but they can become important and dangerous if exchange rates change dramatically and
therefore disturb real price relations. With an SGC all GMU members will have fixed price
relations that only depend on local ’natural’ circumstances (like raw material endowments and
the labour force) and productivity. Therefore competitiveness does not depend on a weak or
strong currency as with the current system that enables competitive exchange rate adjustments
to gain a competitive advantage on global or a specific market.61

7. Seperate the Value of Money from the Value of a Particular Country: The SGC
would be a very stable indication of value and would not reflect local governments´ strength
or weakness nor would national disaster affect the value of money.62

8. Eliminate National Currency Crisis for Member Countries of the Global Monetary
Union: Because there will only be one currency in the SGC there is no place for currency
speculators that lead through massive currency sells and buys to a currency crisis that is
connected with ’Original Sin’ (see 4.2.1). Countries of the GMU will be indebted in the
common currency and therefore their creditworthiness does not depend on exchange rates.

9. Eliminate the Possibility of Currency Exchange Rate Manipulation and Interven-
tion by Countries: Surplus countries are always able to change their exchange rate to peg
to one currency in order to sustain an undervalued currency and gain a competitive advantage.
With only one currency relative prices can not be changed at will, making it impossible for
government to manipulate prices on an exchange rate basis.

10. Eliminate the Fluctuations of Currency Values: Currency fluctuations are costly be-
cause they create risk. Many firms have to use hedges to insure against currency risks. Some
investments or trade does not occur because of currency risk, reducing welfare on both sides.
With the SGC the basis of the currency value will be huge therefore a change in value will be
more stable than any current currency.

11. Eliminate Currency Speculation: The real value of the SGC will be more stable because
there will not be any speculation on the future value of the SGC because there are no other
currencies that could be used for speculations.63

60The broader circulation of SGC could make counterfeit money more profitable but the reduced variety of bank
notes will make people more aware of their bank notes. Electric money will gain more and more importance making
bank note fraud less worthwhile.

61Here the SGC might have a disadvantage: If different parts of the world develop with unequal speed then there
will be a need for real wage changes in different areas. Since people stick more to nominal wages than to real wages
it is easier in the current system to change real values through exchange rate adjustments and different inflation rates
(see section 7.6). This might be relevant for areas with political uncertainty that prevents investments in these areas
and for areas with low human capital where investment will be low. The first group might be unable to join the GMU,
while the second can be promoted with money from seigniorage gains of the SGC.

62This argument holds for small countries or areas, a large scale ’shock’ would affect the whole GMU and the real
value of money would change.

63Countries that are not in the GMU will probably be too small and economically unimportant to attract large scale
speculations.
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12. Reduce Worldwide Inflation, Thereby Ensuring Low, Reasonable and Stable Inter-
est Rates: The GMU will primarily target inflation like the ECB does. Global interest rates
will be more stable since there is no place for competition between central banks to attract
money. Interest rates will therefore be based on economic fundamentals and will not have to
contain adjustments for exchange rate risks. Investors will gain from more possible investment
objects that are too risky now because of exchange rate fluctuations and also the borrower will
also face lower interest rates because s/he does not have to pay a risk premium on debts and
will not face the problem of ’Original Sin’.

13. Increase Trade: With a common value of all commodities it will be easier to compare
different prices bringing the world closer together and increasing trade. Some countries face
huge variations on their export incomes due to exchange rates fluctuations making it very
difficult to calculate long term investments. With a SGC costs and benefits of investments will
be clearer and will not be affected by some government that might reduce their currency to
gain a trade advantage.

14. Actualize a Fundamental Human Right to a Stable Currency: The right to own
property is violated with (high) inflation because wealth is withdrawn through no fault of
one´s own. People that live in a monetary system that does not have a solid basis (through
political instability) are not able to save their money in an ordinary way. A SGC would provide
all humans with stable money that they will earn and be able to use around the world.64

15. Make the International Financial System More Fair Among Nations and People:
As noted in section 4, the reserve currency country has an ”exorbitant privilege” because it can
print money to pay for imports and earns seigniorage on all bank notes even when they are
not circulating within the country. An SGC with a GMU will not give one single country (or
area) this right and more people will gain from global seigniorage creation, that could be spent
on assistance for the poorest regions of the world.

16. The World’s Private, Business and Public Economic Data Would Be More Ac-
curate: For a better comparison, it would be very useful to have a global standard of value
like an SGC. Multinational firms have some administrative discretion in reporting income for
tax avoidance because of exchange rate risks. It would also be easier to compare incomes in
different regions and nations without the expended glasses of different currencies. There still
would be huge differences in purchasing power in the same way that it is quite different between
Beijing and rural China or the Black Sea coast area of Bulgaria and places inside the country.

17. Eliminate The Illogical Results of the Existing System: Exchange rate volatility
changes prices on the global market every minute. Even though long-term exchange rates
might be based on economic fundamentals, the short-term variations are not. Exchange rates
reflect supply and demand of a currency in prospect of long-term expectations and the credi-
bility of the currency areas monetary policy. Therefore the value of a currency depends more
on good monetary management than the economic possibilities of the issuing country. A global
GMU would provide the whole world with a stable SGC that does not change a workers income

64Even with a stable global currency there will be inflation in different regions since a catch-up process will equalise
purchasing powers. Areas with lower price levels will have higher inflation rates than developed areas. But there will
not be additional inflation on a bad monetary policy basis; like some countries have now, when governments enrich
themselves at the cost of their citizens.
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on the international market (purchase power on global market) on a daily or even minute-by-
minute basis according to some speculators´ estimates.65

18. The Single Global Currency has the Prospect of Being a Permanent Solution: The
SGC and its GMU can be a first step to a ”Global Governance”66 that is requested in many
academic circles. The GMU will have to decide how to spend their seigniorage yields . Also the
idea of ”Global Governance” could be supported. In any way the GMU would support global
goals and promote the integration of regions of the world, that would hopefully lead to a more
involved periphery that will be less vulnerable to crises.67

19. The Value of Money Should be an International Standard and Not Determined by
the Supply and Demand of the Marketplace: The GMU should provide a stable currency
that is credible and can be used as a fixed medium of exchange even through different areas
that are now unclear through different currencies.68 The value should not be altered, as it is in
the current system, to gain a competitive advantage on global markets because this will always
bring up winners and losers. The value could also be more like Gesells proposal for an absolute
value (see section 6.1) that would overcome a zero bound on interest rates and therefore create
more flexibility for the GMU without additional inflationary tendency.

20. The Idea of the Single Global Currency Has an Elegant and Understandable Sim-
plicity to It: ”One world, one currency”69 sounds logical and since global market are getting
closer the need for a common standard increases. A global standard would be easier to un-
derstand than the complicated ”multicurrency foreign exchange system’ ’(Bonpasse, 2007, p.
185).

Costs

1. Sovereignty Theory of Money: Some will regret the lost variety in different coins and bank
notes especially through travelling and as a case of identity with the nation´s own currency.
Also governments will give away their sovereignty over their monetary policy. But as each coin
has two sides many governments (mostly that of poor nations) are not able to run monetary
policy since there is no confidence in the own currency and therefore inhabitants use hard
currencies like the Euro or the U.S. dollar. As the implementation of the Euro-coins showed
there is still a possibility for national signs even in a currency union or an SGC world.

2. Need for Independent Monetary Authority to Deal with Local Economic Needs
Which May Require Adjustments of Interest Rates of Money Supply or Exchange
Rates: Countries will not be able to react to fluctuations of their business cycle on a national
basis. But many nations are not able to react in this way because they peg to an other country

65Income will still be dependent on productivity since only competitive products can be produced on global markets.
But this will depend on an industry-by-industry basis and not on the performance of the whole currency area. This
will make it more predictable for entrepreneurs to invest in different areas without taking daily value changes into
account.

66(Wikipedia, 2008f, cf.)
67The design of such a architecture is not topic of this diploma thesis, the possibilities will be huge but might be

hard to achieve acceptance.
68It is not logical that the value of a good should change dramatically only because speculators change their minds

on the state of an economy.
69Title of an IMF Economic Forum in 2000 - more information on: http://www.imf.org/external/np/tr/2000/

tr001108.htm accessed on 4th April 2008)

http://www.imf.org/external/np/tr/2000/tr001108.htm
http://www.imf.org/external/np/tr/2000/tr001108.htm
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or their monetary policy is independent like the ECB. A GMU will provide all nations with
a more stable currency without exchange rate adjustments and will make a global monetary
policy that will benefit more nations than the current system. Global interest rates will also
be lower, diminishing the possibilities of monetary policy. There still might be the need for
capital controls in order to prevent speculative pro-cyclical capital flows.

If countries like China, have higher productivity growth rates than the average country, it
should result in higher wage rates, holding unit labour costs constant. Otherwise their competi-
tiveness in the world market would rise leading to the below-discussed adjustment problem (see
section 7.6). This might be no big deal for China but other countries, mainly in sub-Saharan
Africa, with productivity growth rates below the average might have deflation pressures on
wage rates with all negative aspects.70 If the system works out, profit chances in such areas are
not exchange-rate-risk biased and they might have no problem with productivity growth and
can catch up with the rest of the world. But the solution of the ’exchange rate risk and balance
of payments problems’ will not fundamentally change the system in many states and past fail-
ures will not be corrected within some years or decades. But there is also the possibility that
the reduced risk in these areas, combined with well-governed promotion of the infrastructure
of such regions can promote investments to cross out this disadvantage.

3. Employment for Those Maintaining the Current Multicurrency Foreign Exchange
System: The current system provides a huge variety of jobs from financial analysts to hedge-
fond manager and risk managers. Some of these jobs will be lost. The promoted global
economic activity might produce more jobs and since persons working in this area normally
are well trained, they will find new opportunities.

There are some costs that Bonpasse did not mention in his book but might be crucial:

4. Extension of Pro-Cyclical Capital Flows: In a world without exchange rates there are
no possible losses from devaluation and therefore investors could put a lot of hot money into
booming regions, because they don´t have to fear losses from devaluation. This could lead
to disturbing effects in booming areas with high inflationary pressure. It will be necessary to
control such capital flows in order to avoid speculative capital flows with negative consequences
on domestic economies.

5. Limited Ability to Solve Current Account Imbalances: As mentioned in point 6 of the
benefits, there would be no CA problem in the respect that CA imbalances lead to disturbing
changes in the exchange rate. But there are concerns about the piling up of wealth in one
country, while other, less competitive countries lose wealth. This is a problem the Euro Area
already has. While Germany is in surplus other countries like France, Spain and Greece are in
deficit. With national currencies, beside the asymmetry that some countries are building up
reserves, there is an automatic mechanism that brings current accounts to balance: Countries
with higher imports than exports are increasing the amount of the domestic currency in foreign

70Mundell (2003, p.30) mentions that a fixed exchange rate does not implement a problem on relative price changes
that are important for a countries competitiveness: ’”One must ask, first of all, about the implications of differential
growth rates on the real exchange rate. If productivity growth is biased toward domestic goods, it must depreciate; if it
is biased toward traded goods, it must appreciate; and if it is neutral, the real exchange rate remains unchanged. But
none of these instances is a convincing case for flexible exchange rates. Relative prices can change without difficulty
under differential growth rates, and the faster increase in money and real wage rates, which is bound to raise the
prices of labour-intensive goods, is not a problem."(cf. Mundell, 2003, pp. 30)
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portfolios, this excessive supply will devalue the currency bringing the CA back to equilibrium.
With a SGC there is no force that countries are living up to their means, even if it does not
make much sense for countries to try building reserves in order to finance other countries´
demand for their goods. An SGC could therefore lead to more unequal distribution of wealth.
More on this issue in section 7.6.

7.1.3 Consequences of a 3-G World

A 3-G world would also come up with winners and losers. Some countries might be better off,
especially countries currently unable to run a local monetary policy. Other countries that are now
the centre of the Global Financial Architecture will lose their exorbitant privilege to issue money
for imports. The centre country is serving well as the banker of the world providing the service
to change short-term financial instrument into long-term. But the international hoarding of foreign
exchange reserves, mainly from developing countries to insure against financial crises (exchange rate
fluctuations), restricts global demand and therefore reduces global output. This does result in a
lower level of global welfare than possible.

The 3-G world would not be a universal solution, but it will reduce risk and therefore would
make investments cheaper and would cut out the currency asymmetry producing an equitable world.
But the 3-G world will not only be good for developing countries, it will promote global economic
activity creating many new possibilities in developed countries as well.

7.2 Basil J. Moore´s Global Currency for a Global Economy

Moore (2004) suggests the adoption of an existing currency – especially the dollar or the euro. For
him the bottom-down approach of creating a Global Central Bank and issuing a world currency -
that must show that it is reliable - is not politically feasible in the foreseeable future. Even though
this would be the best solution for him, he suggests as a second-best solution a bottom-up approach
to a world currency: dollarization and euroization71 could also lead to a common currency in the
future. Currency is a natural monopoly, he mentions, and therefore it would be good to have two
competing central banks in order to keep interest down. Only one global central bank could forgo
on economic growth while holding interest rates high to promote price stability. According to Moore
(2004, p. 646) it might be better to aim for two or three currency areas to prevent monopolisation.
For many countries in South East Asia, Middle and South America the dollar would be the first
choice, and for Central and Eastern Europe as well as Africa and Asia the euro would be the logical
currency for adoption. As mentioned in section 6.8.1 the countries would lose their seigniorage of
about 0.5 percent of GDP(cf. Moore, 2004, p. 651) and sovereignty in monetary policy but would
gain more in reduced interest cost of issuing debt.

”Seigniorage is not a social waste but a redistribution of income from money creation.
Under dollarization and euroization, seigniorage concerns the redistribution of income
among countries. In principle, the anchor could return all seigniorage income to the
client in proportion to its share of money demand. (Moore, 2004, p. 652)

71For him there is no case for adopting the Japanese yen by countries because no country has very close trade
relations with Japan. The Chinese Renminbi will come up in the future and might become an interesting opportunity
for Asian countries.
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The big advantage of Moore´s approach is that nearly no negotiations would be necessary compared
to the establishment of different currency unions or a GMU. As opposed to the formal fixed exchange
rate inhabitants and investors would not have to fear that the fixed rate is violated in times of trouble
and there would be no potential target for currency speculators. Once countries start to adopt other
countries currencies they might show that the advantages are enormous and others will follow. The
increased stability on the periphery will also increase growth, with gains for the centre country. The
only critical negotiations will be about the sharing of seigniorage.

7.3 Robert A. Mundell´s World Currency

Robert A. Mundell is well know for ’A Theory of Optimum Currency Areas’ (Mundell, 1961) and had
a large influence on the creation of the EMU and the euro. In his contribution to ’The Dollarization
Debate’ (Salvatore, Dean and Willett, 2003) and other publications (Mundell, 2005, 2003), he calls
for the creation of a World Currency.72

Mundell has a two-stage plan that could lead to a ’World Currency’ which is quite different from
that in section 7.1.1 called SGC. But let us start with the first stage:

"If there is price stability within each of the dollar, euro, and yen areas, why should there
be exchange rate fluctuations between them? Volatility of the exchange rates aggravates
instability of the financial markets and disrupts trade and the efficiency of capital flows.
Exchange rate uncertainty is an immediate cause of gross, excessive volatility in financial
markets and the massive shifts in crossborder funds today. Capital markets transactions
in foreign exchange currently amount to something like 2 trillion dollar a day! It´s largely
capital that is going in and out, every five or then minutes. People with their computers
are pushing the funds back and forth, and it´s nearly all pure waste. Only a tiny part
of these shifts represents legitimate and beneficial capital movements."(Mundell, 2003, p.
39)

The logical consequence for Mundell is a Dollar-Euro-Yen (DEY cf. Mundell, 2003, p. 29) fixed
exchange rate where the biggest area (the U.S. but maybe soon the Euro-area) will have the core
competence in inflation targeting and the other central banks will act to stabilise their exchange
rate with the leading currency. Mundell suggests an exchange rate from $1 = e1= Y100 that would
make price comparisons very easy. The member board of the new Federal Reserve should contain
four American experts, three European experts and two from Japan that decide on a common target
in monetary policy. The main constitution would be similar to the ECB with seigniorage sharing
among nations. All other nations would have the possibility to fix their exchange rate to the triplet
(Mundell, 2003, pp. 40). Also Cooper (1999, 2000) favours a similar plan with a common currency
among rich nations that might include all OECD countries but at least the United States, Japan,
the euro area and the United Kingdom. But probably also Australia, New Zealand and Canada.

From this state Mundell suggests the second step that would turn the IMF into a World Central
Bank (WCB) issuing ’intor’ or ’unor’ as the international currency circulating along other currencies
and convertible into the three DEY currencies. Local goods should be quoted in the international as

72Further publications of Robert A. Mundell on the World Currency are available at: http://www.robertmundell.
net/Menu/Main.asp?Type=5&Cat=09&ThemeName=World%20Currency accessed: 12-June-2008

http://www.robertmundell.net/Menu/Main.asp?Type=5&Cat=09&ThemeName=World%20Currency
http://www.robertmundell.net/Menu/Main.asp?Type=5&Cat=09&ThemeName=World%20Currency
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well as local currency.73 The created seigniorage should be used for financing international projects
and no participating country would have a currency crisis as long as the rules for fixed exchange
rates are not violated. The world currency could be used as an international standard of accounting
and could substantially increase the gains from trade (cf. Mundell, 2003, pp. 42).

As opposed to the SGCA, Mundell keeps national currencies that carry the risk that countries
could bring the fixed exchange rate to fall if they increase national money supply over demand but
it has a psychological advantage: A national currency is similar to the national language:

”Language is a medium of communication, and currency is a medium of exchange. Na-
tional, ethnic, and liturgical languages are here to stay, but a common world language,
understood as a second language everywhere, would obviously facilitate international un-
derstanding. By the same token, national or regional currencies will be with us for a
long time in the next centuries, but a common world currency, understood as the second
most important currency in every country, in which values could be communicated and
payments made everywhere, would be a magnificent step toward increased prosperity and
improved international organization."(Mundell, 2003, p. 43)

There are some countries that use two currencies, like some dollarized countries. Hong-Kong
is a special case where three banks have the authority to print money.74 If the "intor" would be
successful, some countries might reform their currency to affect an easier translation. If citizens do
not have confidence in their local authorities they might change all their assets into the international
currency, decreasing seigniorage gains of the local authorities. This could lead to a spread in the
international currency wiping out local currencies and making the "intor" (or whatever it might
called) into a world-wide currency that has tendencies to an SGC (in the periphery).

7.4 Arestis et. al.: The need for a Single Currency and a

Global Central Bank

Arestis, Basu and Mallick (2004) also think that for full financial Globalization the establishment of
single currency and a global central bank is necessary.

”The necessary condition for a complete process of financial globalization is the need to
introduce a worldwide single currency for settling all transactions. This currency should
be managed and regulated by a single international monetary authority” (Arestis et al.,
2004, p. 508)

The main problem with the multiple currency system for the authors is the difference between hard
and soft currency countries.75 Hard currency countries are able to participate in the international
financial markets by borrowing in their own currency while soft currency countries can only take
loans nominated in foreign currencies. This leads to an unequal access to international loan markets.
Also a currency board or dollarization does not solve this problem because these countries are not

73This suggestions is similar to Silvio Gesells Iva see chapter 6.1, where a drain of the international money will
regulate monetary supply.

74Bank of China (Hong Kong), Standard Chartered Bank, and HSBC are allowed to print the Hongkong-Dollar.
(Wikipedia, 2008h)

75Hard currency countries are equal to reserve currency countries while soft currency countries refer to countries
without having a reserve currency.
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able to provide their institutions with money in times of need. For soft currency countries only
sectors that are able to earn hard currency money are able to take on loans in an other currency
because only they have the ability to repay them. This is a strict limitation to the possibilities of
globalization.

The limited ability of soft currency countries to attract foreign capital even for industries that
would have good opportunities, beside dangerous shifts in the exchange rates puts a clear limita-
tion on investment to developing countries.76 While hard currency countries nearly have the same
standards for domestic and international credits, soft currency countries can only attract money for
export-oriented sectors, because only these sectors are able to earn hard currency and can serve as
security. Soft currency countries can only fulfil international credit standard requirements as long
as they have enough exchange reserves in order to provide a stable currency. If the country loses
exchange reserves it does not meet the credit requirements and can easily fall into a debt trap.

”This problem can only be solved provided we eliminate the differential and change the
degree of convertibility of each currency, which is only possible if we introduce a single
currency. It is the single currency unconnected with any national currency that will allow
the global financial market to develop a uniform credit standard requirement. It is uniform
credit standard that can bring equality in the terms and conditions under which any
nation can borrow from the international financial market. In short, the introduction of
a single currency will unify the borrowing terms and conditions for all the countries across
the globe, and may tie their borrowing ability together with their economic performance.
(Arestis et al., 2004, pp. 527)

Arestis et al. (2004) state that they only mention the necessary requirement for full financial
globalization and refer to Keynes and Davidsons proposals that would provide similar advantages as
a single currency.

7.5 Opponents of a World Currency

Only a few economists wrote against a world currency, but that does not mean that there are not
many economists against an SGC. The SGCA is still making a ranking on their home-page77 where
economists around the world are asked to give their opinion on the idea of a SGC. Many are not
sure if they like the idea or not but some are strongly opposed to the idea. Their main arguments
are that the costs might be substantial and that benefits are uncertain.

Rogoff (2001) opposes a single global currency for different reasons:

• The absence of a global government that could establish a global central bank.

• Difficulties in nominating the world central banker.

• Lack of competition between different currencies could lead to higher global inflation.

According Rogoff (2001, p. 9) ”it would be preferable to retain at least, say, three to four currencies
if not n currencies.”

76Similar arguments are made by Kregel (2004) but calls for capital controls and a shift in developing countries
long-term development strategy.

77http://www.singleglobalcurrency.org/economists_ratings_system.html, (accessed: 2008-June-15)

http://www.singleglobalcurrency.org/economists_ratings_system.html
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Many economists have other ideas to solve the problems within the existing framework, for
example with extending the IMF possibilities as ’Lender of Last Resort’ (LOLR) e.g. Fischer (1999),
or the famous proposal for ’sand in the wheels’ (Eichengreen, Tobin and Wyplosz, 1995) to reduce
capital mobility and their disturbing effects on exchange rate volatility. Most of these proposals
fail to address the core of the problem. The policy of the IMF is very unpopular for developing
countries, even with strengthened possibilities of the fund, countries are unlikely to reduce their
reserve holdings. Opponents of currency unions address the adjustment problem that countries with
fixed exchange rate face. The following section explains the issue.

7.6 The Adjustment Problem in a World without Exchange

Rates

The adjustment problem occurs, if one country has a permanent CA surplus and is building up
reserves while other countries are losing more and more competitiveness on the global market. The
adjustment problem is quite similar to the ’German Transfer Problem’. The Transfer Problem dates
back to the German Reparations payment after the first World War. John M. Keynes and Bertil
Ohlin had a discussion about the consequences of the German Payments and the transfer effects
on the German economy. While Ohlin did not really look at the specific circumstances, he figured
out that from a theoretical point of view everything is possible – dependent on the development
of relative prices (cf. Rueff, 1929). This goes too far for Keynes, he looked at the actual state of
the German economy and on more realistic developments. Keynes´(1929) argument also holds
nowadays even though circumstances are different and not Germany but other countries have the
problem he describes. The following analysis mainly deals with experiences from the euro zone but
should be seen representative for the whole world if we think of a world without exchange rates.

While Germany has a current account surplus, many other countries like France, Greece or Italy
have current account deficits; these countries are accruing net foreign debt. In general these current
account deficits should lead to a depreciation of their currency to become competitive with Germany
and to equalise their current account. Since these countries are living in a currency union this is
not possible.78 According to Keynes (1929, pp. 3) the only way to solve the problem is to reduce
”gold-costs of production” which means that the unit-labour costs have to decline in order to become
competitive with countries in surplus. There are three ways for CA-deficit countries to reach that
aim:

1. Increase efficiency in export orientated sectors faster than other countries do.

2. Realise a lower rate of interest than elsewhere.

3. Reduction of efficiency-wages.

The first seems unlikely, there could be a catching up process especially if we do not only look
at Europe but at the whole world. Many countries might have huge opportunities to catch up and
realise faster efficiency growth. Experiences from Europe show that there is not really a catching
up process from regions in the most developed countries. A special case in this respect is Eastern
Germany that still trails way behind West Germany in terms of productivity. Countries also have to

78The similarity with the German Transfer Problem holds because Germany was not allowed to alter its exchange
rate in order to boost exports. (cf. Keynes, 1929, p. 7)
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orientate their productions to export goods in order to improve their terms of trade. The second way
is fixed to the policy of the ECB. There are variations in the real rate of interest according to local
inflation rates but these would rather work in the wrong directions since higher inflation rates reduce
the real interest rates but higher prices will not promote exports. Therefore the third way looks like
the only passable way to solve the dilemma. But the possibilities of this way are also limited. Once
again Keynes (cf. 1929, p. 6) mentions the connected problems:

1. Not all items, even they are competitive, can be exported, e.g. services and buildings.

2. Some goods will have a less elasticity than unity, therefore the increased export will reduce
price and therefore result in a lower aggregated sum.

3. Other countries could depress their wages.

4. Other countries could introduce tariffs or other trade barriers.79

From a politically and humanely feasible point of view, the reduction on nominal wages is very
difficult. Mundell exactly mentions this, from a purely economical point of view, irrational behaviour,
in his "Theory of Optimum Currency Areas" in the following way:

"The thesis of those who favor flexible exchange rates is that the community in question
is not willing to accept variations in its real income through adjustments in its money
wage rate or price level, but that it is willing to accept virtually the same changes in its
real income through variations in the rate of exchange. In other words it is assumed that
unions bargain for a money rather a real wage, and adjust their wage demands to changes
in the cost of living, if at all, only if the cost-of-living index excludes imports." (Mundell,
1961, p. 663)

On the other hand countries with CA-surpluses could increase their wages easily, but who should
pressure them to do so? If countries would increase their wages accordly to increase in productivity,
there are theoretically possible solutions of the transfer problem, but there is no real power to force
countries to give up their competitiveness. In this respect any currency union or SGC should also
keep an eye on current account imbalances and have to find a way through which adjustments can
be found.

McKinnon (2007) argues that also in a world with exchange rates it would be favourable to have
stable nominal exchange rates to solve the transfer problem. According to him a change in nominal
exchange rates would not solve the problem, there is also the need that important countries agree
to solve the problem and adjust their economy: This means that demand in surplus countries has
to go up while the United States has to increase the savings rate. The unpredictable changes in
exchange rates make co-ordinately measures difficult and would also put a secondary burden on the
U.S. economy.

Of course there are other ways that could solve the adjustment problem. You might have ’happy
flexible workers’ that might migrate according to job opportunities around the world solving the
problem. If you believe in diminishing marginal productivity countries that are backwards should
pull money into their industry leading to higher investment and should lead to a catch up process.
The first are restricted through laws and also by the willingness of people to migrate and history
shows that the second is not plausible either.

79This seems unlikely for the European case. But in a global framework this might have consequences because other
countries could call the WTO on dumping issues.



8 Conclusion

This diploma thesis showed that the global financial architecture is prone to crisis and that it deals
with proposals for permanent solutions on an architectural ground as well as regional steps that
could improve the current system.

Recent developments show that there is a failure in the current reserve system. The massive
accumulation of foreign exchange reserves stimulated the mortgage bubble and the huge volatility
in exchange rates made the situation after the subprime crisis worse. Advanced countries also have
difficulties and the whole world will have to think about the current financial architecture.

A new financial architecture should guarantee a net capital transfer from rich to poor countries.
It should stabilise the economy instead of leading to speculative capital flows that have a pro-
cyclical nature leading to deepening crises. The proposed reforms from Keynes and Davidson would
block speculative capital flows and would solve the currency asymmetry. There would be no reserve
currency countries. No country would have a need to hold reserves, and the bank like system that
one countries surplus can be used by deficit countries, would correct the deflationary bias on the
world economy with an expansionist pressure. This might fuel inflation, but overall welfare should be
increased, especially for poor countries. The pressure on surplus countries to equalise their current
account would increase the demand for products produced in deficit countries and would help them to
balance their current account deficit without depressing the domestic economy. This would increase
overall world demand and growth. Stiglitz and Greenwald´s proposal to issue ’Global Greenbacks’
as a new reserve (similar to the already existing SDRs) that could be used instead of dollars would
take away the pressure from the U.S. and other reserve currency countries’ current accounts, because
countries would not need to have a current account surplus to increase their reserve holdings. The
pressure on the surplus countries through the proposed tax on them should reduce the massive build
up of reserves; however, countries that want to depress their currency to gain competitiveness could
still build up reserves for this purpose, especially if their allocated volume on the new reserve asset
is low.

Dollarisation and currency unions could reduce the numbers of currencies significantly and larger
currency unions might be less prone to crisis. This developments as well as reserve pools could help
to reduce global reserve stocks that are now resulting in a leak in effective global demand, leading
to recessionary pressures on the global economy. The way to a single global currency (for advanced
economies) could be cleared though the reduction of different currencies, but would only make sense
if there was also policy coordination on many other issues. There is still concern about the effect
of the development of competitiveness in currency areas, which might challenge huge currency areas
with low mobility. In the euro-zone this mobility is quite limited and there are already signs for
problems on this issue.

In times of crisis the voices for reform are stronger and sometimes they are heard. Some already

76
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call for a new Bretton Woods and, therefore, Keynes’ original plan or a more moderate version a
la Davidson could be realised. Probably, the international community of states with many different
voices will go for a more moderate version, maybe Stiglitz and Greenwald´s proposal. A tax for
surplus countries to put part of the correction of current account imbalances to the stronger economies
might be hard to enforce. This might reduce the overall reserve holdings but, as mentioned above,
countries that have an export-led growth strategy would still be able to influence exchange rates
with low costs for them.

Also, combined with additional measures that might come from the current crisis like a ”Tobin-
tax”, capital controls and other measures to stabilise the financial architecture, a future financial
architecture has to make sure that no country’s national currency is needed for reserves and that
countries are not able to pile up huge amounts of reserves that lead to depressionary pressure on the
world economy. The new financial architecture should guarantee that poor countries get access to
loans without additional costs for them so that growth in poor regions will be promoted, and that
huge amount of money are prevented from being channelled to rich nations.

The new financial architecture should guarantee that the global financial market supports real
economy, and that it is not detached from reality. The current account deals with real goods and an
equalised account guarantees that no country is living beyond its means whilst poor countries should
be supported in a sustainable way.



A Appendix

Special Drawing Rights - SDRs

Figure A.1: SDRs Exchange Rates
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Source: IMF Exchange Rates
(http://www.imf.org/external/np/fin/ert/GUI/Pages/CountryDataBase.aspx)

Special Drawing Rights come from Keynes´ influence in the Bretton Woods negotiations and
therefore are in the spirit of Keynes, even though his original plan would have gone further (see
chapter 6.2). In 1957 Robert Triffin also saw the international need for an independent international
reserve asset and proposed a creation of a reserve asset also called "Bancor" (Mund, 1987, pp. 33)
that was very close to the SDR created in 1969 by the IMF to support the Bretton Woods system.
SDR was originally listed on a special dollar basis and since the dollar was based on gold, SDR’s
had a fixed gold value. SDR was distributed according to a countries quota.80 In lack of global

80Quotas can be found on the homepage of the IMF: http://www.imf.org/external/np/exr/facts/quotas.htm
(accessed: 12-June-2008)
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reserve assets, that have been the dollar at this time and its connected gold value, the creation of
SDR added additional liquidity in the global financial markets. After the end of the Bretton Woods
and therefore the period of fixed exchange rates the importance of SDR declined and today SDRs
represent only a very limited share of global reserves. SDRa allow countries that are in the system to
exchange the currency of other countries for SDRa if the other country accepts or the IMF designate
countries with a strong position to purchase SDRs from countries with a weak position.(IMF, n.d.)
The exact value of one SDR81represents a currency basket of Japanese yen, euro, Pound sterling and
U.S. dollar.

SDRs also are subject to interest rates that are calculated on a weekly basis.82 This interest is
only paid on SDRs exceeding the quota of a country and respectively a country pays if it has less
SDRs than its quota. There are also adjusted rates that derive from the basic SDR interest rates for
other payments within the SDR system.

Figure A.2: SDR and Key Interest Rates
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Distribution of SDRs take place through allocations: ”The first allocation was for a total amount
of SDR 9.3 billion, distributed in 1970-72. The second allocation was distributed in 1979-81 and
brought the cumulative total of SDR allocations to SDR 21.4 billion.” (IMF, n.d.) Further there is
the possibility of a special one-time allocation. Therefore 60 percent of all countries that joined the
IMF before 1981 (111 of 185 countries) with more than 85 percent of the voting power (according
to their quota) have to vote for the one-time allocation. In 1997 the IMF proposed a doubling of
SDR to 42.4 billion that is already approved by 131 members and 77.68 percent of the total voting
power but can not succeed until the United States with 16.75 percent of total votes approves (cf.
IMF, n.d.).

Since no allocation have occurred since 1981 some nation (that entered the IMF after 1981) never
got SDRs the overall volume of SDRs is rather small. SDRs could also be used for development aid
(cf. Aryeetey, 2004). Ocampo et al. (2007, p. 165) state out the main advantage:

”The cessation of SDR allocations had negative effects for developing countries, as it
coincided with a growing demand for international reserves. [. . . ] Such high demand for

81can be found at: http://www.imf.org/external/np/fin/data/rms_sdrv.aspx
82can be found at http://www.imf.org/external/np/fin/data/sdr_ir.aspx

http://www.imf.org/external/np/fin/data/rms_sdrv.aspx
http://www.imf.org/external/np/fin/data/sdr_ir.aspx
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Figure A.3: SDR Holdings
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reserves also reduces aggregate world demand and therefore has a deflationary effect at
the global level. There are therefore clear benefits to be derived from internationally issued
reserves which, together with emergency financing during crises, would provide developing
countries with a ”collective insurance” that was cheaper and therefore more efficient than
”self -insurance” via foreign-exchange reserve accumulation.”

SDR as suggested by Stiglitz, and mentioned in section 6.4, could serve as global reserve assets.
Many aspects of Stiglitz, Keynes and Davidson could be fulfilled with the mechanism of SDR.
Therefore SDR could be a useful instrument to fight global imbalances and the currency asymmetry.
Unfortunately the dominance of the U.S. will be hard to overcome in the IMF structure. Quotas and
voting powers need to be adjusted according to today´s economic relevance of the member countries.
Also a change in voting could help, for example a change from 85 percent of the total voting power
to 75 percent would make SDR allocation more likely to reach global needs.

If Europe will overtake the United States as a reserve currency, which is likely, the United States
will lose its exorbitant privilege and therefore will be more likely to agree to SDR allocations. In
this respect SDR could gain importance in coming years.

A traditional argument to oppose SDR allocation is that it does heat global inflation. But
according to Ocampo et al. (2007, p. 166) this would be rather unlikely since the proposed expansion
of SDR in 1997 would be only about 0.5 percent of the United States total money supply (M2) and
since the United States accounts for about one forth of global money supply it would be a rather
small fraction. Further, SDRs issued counter-cyclicaly would reducing inflationary pressure even
more.

Table A.1 gives an overview about quotas and voting power of different countries as well on the
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Table A.1: IMF Quotas, Votes and shares of GNI/PPP in Percent of World Total in
2007

IMF quota share
(Percentage of total
IMF quota as of
September 22, 2008)

IMF votes share
(Percentage of
total IMF votes as
of September 22, 2008)

GNI/PPP Share
(Percentage of world
GNI/PPP 2007)70

European Union (27) 32.3 32.2 22.2
United States 17.1 16.8 21.2
Japan 6.1 6.0 6.7
China 3.7 3.7 10.9
Turkey 0.6 0.6 1.4
Russian Federation 2.7 2.7 3.1
India 1.9 1.9 4.7
Switzerland 1.6 1.6 0.5
Mexico 1.5 1.4 2.0
Brazil 1.4 1.4 2.8
Developing
Countries69

31.2 41.2

Source: IMF webpage (http://www.imf.org/external/np/sec/memdir/members.htm and World
Development Indicators – World Bank

(http://ddp-ext.worldbank.org/ext/DDPQQ/member.do?method=getMembers)

GNP on a PPP basis share. Since the real important influence on the world economy is better
reflected in a GNP calculated with PPP rates rather than normal exchange rates.83 84

83Figure for Developing Countries from Ocampo et al. (2007, p. 172) for May, 2006 and GNI/PPP 2003
84except the figure for Malta in the EU-27 that was only available for 2006

http://www.imf.org/external/np/sec/memdir/members.htm
http://ddp-ext.worldbank.org/ext/DDPQQ/member.do?method=getMembers
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The Existing Five Quota Formulas:

Bretton Woods: Q1 = (0.01Y + 0.025R + 0.05P + 0.2276VC) (1 + C/Y);
Scheme III: Q2 = (0.0065Y + 0.0205125R + 0.078P + 0.4052VC) (1 + C/Y);
Scheme IV: Q3 = (0.0045Y + 0.03896768R + 0.07P + 0.76976VC) (1 + C/Y);
Scheme M4: Q4 = 0.005Y + 0.042280464R + 0.044 (P + C) + 0.8352VC;
Scheme M7: Q5 = 0.0045Y + 0.05281008R + 0.039 (P + C) + 1.0432VC;
where:

• Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, and Q5 = Calculated quotas for each formula;

• Y = GDP at current market prices for a recent year;

• R = twelve-month average of gold, foreign exchange reserves, SDR holdings and reserve
positions in the IMF, for a recent year;

• P = annual average of current payments (goods, services, income, and private transfers) for
a recent five-year period;

• C = annual average of current receipts (goods, services, income, and private transfers) for a
recent five-year period; and

• VC = variability of current receipts, defined as one standard deviation from the centered
five-year moving average, for a recent 13-year period.

For each of the four non-Bretton Woods formulas, quota calculations are multiplied by an ad-
justment factor so that the sum of the calculations across members equals that derived from the
Bretton Woods formula. The calculated quota of a member is the higher of the Bretton Woods
calculation and the average of the lowest two of the remaining four calculations (after adjustment).

Source: IMF: Reform of IMF Quotas and Voice: Responding to Changes in the Global Economy;
available: http://www.imf.org/external/np/exr/ib/2007/041307.htm

http://www.imf.org/external/np/exr/ib/2007/041307.htm
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"So eine Arbeit wird eigentlich nie fertig,
man muß sie für fertig erklären,

wenn man nach Zeit und Umständen
das Mögliche getan hat."

Johann Wolfgang Goethe
Italienische Reise, 1787
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